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Abstract

Categorical logic has shown that logic is essentially the logic of subsets (or �subobjects�).
Predicates are modelled as subsets of a universe set and a proposition formed by applying a
predicate to an individual name is satis�ed in the model if the named individual is in the subset
representing the predicate. Since partitions are dual to subsets (i.e., epimorphisms are dual to
monomorphisms), this suggests the possibility of a dual logic of partitions. We argue that the
notion of a �distinction�is dual to the notion of an �element�where a distinction is modelled by
an ordered pair of elements (u; u0) from the universe set U . A predicate modelled by a partition
� on U would apply to the name of a distinction if the pair of elements was distinguished by
the partition �, i.e., if u and u0 were in di¤erent blocks of �.

The next step in the development of subset logic was to develop probability theory for events
starting with the assignment of the relative size to each subset-event of a �nite universe. Hence
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the analogous next step in a dual logic of partitions is to assign to a partition the number of
distinctions made by a partition relative to the total number of ordered pairs jU j2 from the �nite
universe. That yields a notion of �logical entropy�for partitions. This paper is an introduction to
the resulting �logical information theory.�The notion of a �distinction�is the conceptual atom,
dual to the notion of element, which is basic building block for information theory. The logical
theory directly counts the (normalized) number of distinctions in a partition while Shannon�s
theory gives the average number of binary partitions needed to make those distinctions. Thus the
logical theory is seen as providing a new foundation or conceptual underpinning) for Shannon�s
theory based on the conceptual atoms of �distinctions.�

1 The Idea of a Dual Logic of Partitions

1.1 Dualizing Categorical Logic?

In ordinary logic, a statement P (a) is formed by a predicate P (x) applying to an individual a (which
could be an n-tuple in the case of relations). The predicate is modelled by a subset S of a universe set
U and an individual name such as �a�would be assigned an individual s 2 U . The statement P (a)
would hold in the model if s 2 S. In short, logic is modelled as the logic of subsets of a set. Largely
due to the e¤orts of William Lawvere, the modern treatment of logic was reformulated and vastly
generalized using category theory in what is now called categorical logic. Subsets were generalized
to subobjects or �parts�(equivalence classes of monomorphisms) so that logic has become the logic
of subobjects.1

There is a duality between subsets of a set and partitions2 on a set: �The dual notion (obtained by
reversing the arrows) of �part�is the notion of partition.�[10, p. 85] In category theory, this emerges
as the reverse-the-arrows duality between monomorphisms (monos), e.g., injective set functions, and
epimorphisms (epis), e.g., surjective set functions, and between subobjects and quotient objects.3 If
modern logic is formulated as the logic of subsets, or more generally, subobjects or �parts�, then the
question naturally arises of a �cologic� that might play the analogous role for partitions and their
generalizations.

Quite aside from category theory duality, it has long been noted in mathematics, e.g., in Gian-
Carlo Rota�s work in combinatorial theory and probability theory [2], that there is a type of duality
between subsets of a set and partitions on a set. Just as subsets of a set are partially ordered by
inclusion, so partitions on a set are partially ordered by re�nement.4 Moreover, both partial orderings
are in fact lattices (i.e., have meets and joins) with a top element b1 and a bottom element b0. In the
lattice of all subsets P(U) (the power set) of a set U , the meet and join are, of course, intersection
and union while the top element is the universe U and the bottom element is the null set ?. In the
lattice of all partitions �(U) on a non-empty set U , there are also meet and join operations (much
more on them later) while the top element is the indiscrete partition (the �blob�) where all of U is
one block and the bottom element is the discrete partition where each element of U is a singleton
block.

The dual logic or cologic for partitions and its application to information theory (�logical infor-
mation theory�) involves some �rethinking� of partitions. If a partition is dual to a subset in the
usual duality between epimorphisms and monomorphisms, then what is the partition-related dual to
the notion of a member of a set? We shall argue that the dual to the notion of �element�of a subset

1See [10] Appendix A for a good treatment. For the vast generalization of topos theory see [12] and for the category
theoretic background, see the standard reference [11].

2A partition � on a set U is usually de�ned as a mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive set fBgB2� of subsets
or �blocks�B � U .

3Every equivalence relation (re�exive, symmetric, and transitive relation) on a set U determines a partition on U
as the equivalence classes of the equivalence. Conversely, every partition on a set determines an equivalence relation
on the set (two elements are equivalent if they are in the same block of the partition). The notions of a partition on
a set and an equivalence relation on a set are equivalent.

4A partition f re�nes a partition g, written f � g, if each block of f is contained in some block of g.
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is the notion of a �distinction� of a partition. In the logic of partitions, a predicate P (x) would
be modelled by a partition � on U , an individual name �a�would be assigned a distinction (u; u0)
where u; u0 2 U (or n-tuples of distinctions), and the statement P (a) would hold in the model if the
partition made that distinction, i.e., if u and u0 were in di¤erent blocks of the partition.

The logic of subsets extends to probability theory which begins with the model of events as
subsets S of a �nite sample space U and then assigns probabilities Prob (S) to subsets (e.g., the
Laplacian equiprobable distribution where Prob (S) = jSj = jU j). The logic of partitions similarly
extends to a theory that assigns numerical values to partitions rather than subsets. That theory
turns out to be a �logical�information theory where that numerical value is the logical information
content or logical entropy of the partition and it is initially de�ned in a Laplacian manner as
the number of distinctions that a partition makes normalized by the number of ordered pairs of
the universe set U . This logical entropy is precisely related to Shannon�s entropy measure so the
development of logical information theory can be seen as providing a new conceptual foundation for
information theory at the basic level of logic using the �distinctions�as the conceputal atoms.

Our purpose in this paper is to introduce logical information theory, including arguments to mo-
tivate the basic concept of a �distinction,�and to develop the connection with Shannon�s information
theory.

1.2 The Dual �Creation Myths�for a Set

This development of the dual logic of partitions is based on a vision of how partitions on a set are
dual to subsets of a set. This duality will be initially described using a pair of heuristic �creation
myths.�There is not one but two ways to create a set, and set theory only deals with one of them.

In the Boolean lattice of subsets of a set U , the universe set U and the null set ? seem to have
symmetrical roles. But in the development of set theory, the notion of a universe set disappears. The
null set can be considered as a subset of larger and larger sets (and thus the codomain of ? ! U
changes) but in a certain sense the null set remains the same. In the lattice of partitions on a set U ,
the discrete partition b0 on U and the indiscrete partition or blob b1 seem to have symmetrical roles.
But as larger and larger universe sets are considered, the discrete partition on the universe changes
(and the domain of U ! 1 changes) but in a certain sense the blob remains the same. Thus the
idea arises of telling two stories about sets, one story starting with the null set and the other story
starting with the blob.

Each creation myth starts with an initial object. In one creation story, we start with the null
set ?, the initial object in the category Set of sets and functions, and then imagine objects, individ-
uals, or elements being created over a period of time, each element having �xed characteristics to
distinguish it from the other elements. At any point in time, we take a snapshot of all the elements
created so far which make up a universe set U . Then the lattice P(U) of subsets of U consists of all
the possible intermediate stages between ? and U .

Just as the null set can be thought of as a void or empty form with no substance, so the blob can
be thought of as a substance without form like a blank canvas. In the dual creation myth, we start
with the initial object in the dual of the category of sets Setop (i.e., the terminal object 1 in Set),
which is this context is called the �blob,�denoted b1, and then make distinctions (like drawing a line
down the middle of a canvas to distinguish two sides). No new substance is created, only distinctions
are added to the otherwise formless background. Just as the null set is in-�lled with created elements,
so the formless substance of the blob is in-formed (�in-formed�as in �information�) with distinctions.
As more and more distinctions are made (think of drawing more lines on the canvas), we take a
snapshot of all the distinct elements (think of regions on the canvas) created by the distinctions so
far as the �blocks�in a discrete partition. However, at this point, we must �correct�the concept of
a discrete partition as a partition of singleton blocks of elements of U . A discrete partition should
be thought simply as the set U itself. Just as we can look backwards from a set U to see all the
subsets that might have been intermediary between ? and U , so now we look backward from U
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(= b0) to all the possible intermediate steps of distinctions made between the blob b1 and U . Each
step can then be seen as a partition on U , with each block being an element distinguished from
the other blocks at that step, but then each block might undergo further distinctions (splittings or
�ssions) before yielding the blocks = elements of the discrete partition U . The elements of a block
in an intermediary partition are only its successors in the �ssioning or splitting as more and more
distinctions are made.

∅ ⊆⊆ ⊆⊆

U

∧
1Null Set ... ... Blob4 4 4 4

Two ways to create a set U : �In the beginning was the Void�or �In the beginning was the Blob�

The lattice �(U) of partitions on U consists of all the possible ways that distinctions could
have been made starting with the distinctionless blob and ending with the distinctions of the set
(= discrete partition) U . Thus the basic and simple notion of a set can be thought of as being
�created�in two dual ways: in-�lling a substance-less void or in-forming a formless substance. At any
point in either process of creation, we can take a snapshot of obtain a set U and then study all the
possible ways it could have been created in the power-set lattice P(U) or the partition lattice �(U).
A �way-station�between the null set and U would be a subset ? ,! S ,! U while a way-station
between the blob and U would be a partition U �! X ! 1.

⊆

U
S X

∧
1 Blob∅Null Set

For a partition (or equivalence relation) U �! X ! 1, the customary view is to start with U and
then identify elements into equivalence classes or blocks to form the partition. We are suggesting
that partitions should be seen the other way around as resulting from making distinctions in the
blob. The customary view of seeing partitions arise by starting with U and identifying elements (i.e.,
throwing away distinctions) is analogous to thinking about a subset S of U by starting with U and
then considering the elements that have to be thrown away (the opposite of creation) in order to get
the subset S. The dual creation myth puts the emphasis on the distinctions that have to be created
or added starting with the blob to get the partition just as we would usually think of a subset in
terms of the elements that need to be added to the null set to get the subset. This highlights the
duality between distinctions and elements.

The direction of development from blob to U is against the usual direction of the arrows since
we might conceive of the categorical setting as the dual category Setop. It may be helpful to rethink
this dual category. It is sometimes thought that the morphisms in Setop are abstract duals to the
concrete set functions in Set. But the morphisms in Setop are just as concrete as set functions.
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Indeed, they are just set functions as a set of ordered pairs in X � Y but they are thought of as
going in the opposite direction and might be called cofunctions.

Set functions f : X ! Y have as their �graph� a binary relation Rf � X � Y such that for
every x 2 X, there is an ordered pair (x; y) 2 Rf and that ordered pair is unique. If we think of a
function f : X ! Y as a process transforming X into Y , then each element x 2 X is transformed
into some element f (x) 2 Y so we might say there are no �deaths�in the transformation. Thus we
will say that elements are preserved by a function. The duals to elements are distinctions and the
opposite to being preserved is being re�ected. That is, given any distinction y 6= y0 in the codomain,
any elements x and x0 in X such that (x; y) and (x0; y0) are in Rf , then x 6= x0. This is precisely the
other condition on a function, i.e., that it be single-valued. Thus functions are given by the binary
relations Rf that preserves elements and re�ect distinctions. But there can be fusions (the opposite
of a distinction) as when for x 6= x0 2 X, we have f (x) = f (x0). Moreover there can be �births�
in the codomain Y , i.e., elements y 2 Y that did not come from any element of X via the function
f . The two special types of set functions are injections (i.e., monomorphisms in Set) where there
are no fusions, and surjections (i.e., epimorphisms in Set) where there are no births. In terms of
elements and distinctions, injections preserve distinctions and surjections re�ect elements.

Everything is reversed for the dual notion of a cofunction. Every binary relation R � X�Y has
its opposite R� � Y � X with the same ordered pairs in reversed order. The dual of �no deaths�
is �no births�. If one thinks of a cofunction as transforming Y into X, then every element of X
comes from some (unique) element in Y so there �no births� in X. But there could be �deaths�,
i.e., elements of Y which do not transform into anything in X (the elements of Y not in the image
of f). What looked like fusion (the death of a distinction) in the transformation from X to Y now
becomes �ssion or the creation of a distinction in the transformation in the opposite direction. An
element y 2 Y , might have many descendents resulting from �ssion (i.e., the elements of f�1 (y)).
The two special types of cofunctions are those that have no deaths (the duals of epis which satisfy
the categorical de�nition of monos in Setop) and those that have no �ssion (the duals of monos
which satisfy the categorical de�nition of epis in Setop).

Since 1 is �the� terminal object in Set, there is a unique epi X ! 1 from each set X to 1.
We now rethink that function as a cofunction. Distinctions are made in the blob to create the set
X (view the epi X ! 1 �cofunctionally�as �ssions, splittings, or distinctions going from 1 to X)
and then further distinctions (with no deaths) are made to create the elements of U so that in
�retrospect�the elements of X become �blocks�containing its descendent elements of U . Thus we
think of a partition U ! X ! 1 being created in a dual manner to a subset ? ,! S ,! U .

1.3 Duality of Elements and Distinctions

The purpose of this section is to argue for �distinctions�as the dual to �elements�in the partition-
subset duality. The picturesque language of the births and deaths of elements and distinctions can
be formulated in a more sophisticated manner by considering the category of binary relations rel
between sets. The objects in the category are sets and the morphisms are binary relations R � X�Y
which are thought of in this case as going �from X to Y �. Given two binary relations R � X�Y and
S � Y � Z, their composite R � S � X � Z is de�ned by: (x; z) 2 R � S if there is a y 2 Y such that
(x; y) 2 R and (y; z) 2 S.5 The identity relation on a set X is given by the diagonal �X � X �X.
A set function f : X ! Y in Set has the binary relation Rf = f(x; f(x) : x 2 Xg � X � Y in rel
as its graph. The dual function or cofunction f� in Setop has the opposite binary relation R�f =
f(y; x) : (x; y) 2 Rfg � Y �X as its �graph�in rel so that we may now consider the compositions
Rf �R�f and R�f �Rf .

5We are here following the custom of writing the composition of binary relations X
R! Y

S! Z as R �S (�R followed
by S�) whereas the order of composition of general morphisms is usually written in category theory as �S � R� (�S
follows R�).
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The set of homomorphisms between two sets in rel, Homrel (X;Y ), also allows a notion of
morphism between relations, namely inclusion between binary relations as subsets of X � Y . Thus
rel is a �bicategory�where we may de�ne an �adjunction�using the analogy that thinks of the sets
as categories, the binary relations as functors, and the inclusion relations between binary relations
as natural transformations.6 Then the analogy with the de�nition of an adjunction using its unit
and counit7 , would de�ne an adjunction in rel as two binary relations F � X � Y and G � Y �X
such that �X � F �G (the �unit�) and G � F � �Y (the �counit�).

The unit condition �X � F � G means that for every x 2 X, there is some y 2 Y such that
(x; y) 2 F and (y; x) 2 G so that F as a relation from X to Y is everywhere de�ned. The counit
condition G � F � �Y means that if for any (y; x) 2 G, if there is a (x; y0) 2 F , then y = y0. Hence
F is single-valued so F is the graph of a function f : X ! Y , i.e., F = Rf . The unit condition
implies that F � � G and the counit condition implies G � F � so the unique right adjoint to any
left adjoint F is F �. Hence every adjunction in rel arises from the graph of a function and its
opposite (cofunction). Conversely, for any function f : X ! Y , the everywhere-de�ned condition,
�X � Rf � R�f , gives the unit condition, and the single-valued condition, R�f � Rf � �Y , gives the
counit condition of an adjunction in rel. In other words, adjoints in rel are functions.8

The duality between monomorphisms and epis and between elements and distinctions is sum-
marized in the following table where the elements of X are represented by the diagonal �X � X�X
and the distinctions on X are represented by the complementary set X �X ��X and similarly for
Y .

R � X � Y Action of R : X ! Y
Morphism 1. �X � R �R� means:
1.+ 2. = All X elements preserved by R, and
R is a function 2. R� �R � �Y , i.e.,

Y � Y ��Y � Y � Y �R� �R means:
All Y distinctions re�ected by R:

3. = R injective 3. R �R� � �X , i.e.,
X �X ��X � X �X �R �R� means:
All X distinctions preserved by R

4. = R surjective 4. �Y � R� �R means:
All Y elements re�ected by R:

What does it mean to say that all X elements are preserved by R (condition 1)? An element
x 2 X is taken to Y by the relation R if there is a y 2 Y such that (x; y) 2 R. In that case,
(y; x) 2 R� so (x; x) 2 R � R�. Hence �X � R � R� means that all the X elements are preserved
by R where we may take an element x 2 X as being represented by the diagonal element (x; x).
To understand the second condition that all Y distinctions are re�ected by R, we start with a Y
distinction represented by an ordered pair (y; y0) where y 6= y0. The distinction is re�ected back to X
by R if whenever that are (x; y) 2 R and (x0; y0) 2 R, then x 6= x0. But if a Y distinction (y; y0) was
contained in R� �R, then it would mean that the was an x 2 X with (y; x) 2 R� and (x; y0) 2 R, i.e.,
that the Y distinction was not re�ected by R. Hence to say that R re�ects all Y distinctions means
that all the Y distinctions, Y � Y ��Y , are outside of R� �R, i.e., Y � Y ��Y � Y � Y �R� �R.
These two conditions, where �elements� and �distinctions� have symmetrical dual roles de�ne an
adjunction in the category of binary relations rel and thus characterize the graphs of functions.

The table is completed by the two other symmetrical conditions that de�ne injections (monos
in Set) and surjections (epis in Set). Given a distinction in X represented by an ordered pair
(x; x0) 2 X �X ��X , it is transmitted or preserved by R if whenever (x; y) and (x0; y0) are both in

6For more on adjoint functors or adjunctions, see [11] or [5].
7See condition (v) in Theorem 2 of [11, p. 81].
8For more along these lines, see [19].
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R, then y 6= y0. If y = y0 in this situation, then (x; x0) 2 R �R� so all the X distinctions are preserved
when they are outside of R �R�, i.e., X �X ��X � X �X �R �R� (condition 3 in the table for R
being injective). And �nally consider any element y 2 Y represented by (y; y) 2 �Y . It is re�ected
back to X by R if there is an x 2 X with (x; y) 2 R. In that case (y; x) 2 R�so that (y; y) 2 R� �R.
Hence the condition 4 that all Y elements are re�ected by R (R being surjective) means that all Y
elements are in R� �R, i.e., �Y � R� �R.

Some pains have been taken in this section to argue that the notion of �distinctions�has a role
that is dual to the notion of �elements�. Ordinary logic is based on the notions of (sub)sets and
their elements (generalized in categorical logic to subobjects and their elements). Hence in order
to develop a dual �cologic�where partitions are dual to subsets, it has been incumbent on us to
develop the notion of a distinction as the dual to the notion of an element. Intuitively we think of
an element of a set as an �it.� In contrast, a distinction is a �bit� (or rather a �dit�) rather than
an �it.�The distinction between x and x0 is the fact that x 6= x0.9 But for mathematical purposes
we may represent a distinction by a pair of distinct �things�or elements such as the ordered pair
(x; x0).10

In sum, starting with the notion of a set, we have argued that the notion of �subset of a set�is
dual to �partition on a set,�and that �elements of a set�is dual to �distinctions between elements
of a set.�

The conventional logic of subsets leads into probability theory where numerical values are as-
signed to subsets as events in a sample space. In a similar manner, the logic of partitions is associated
with a theory that assigns numerical values to partitions, and that theory is a �logical�version of
Claude Shannon�s information theory [17].

2 Logical Information Theory

2.1 The Space of Ordered Pairs of a Set

The dual creation myth for sets as discrete partitions introduces the main theme in the logic of
partitions�the making of distinctions. Instead of imagining fully formed elements or �its� being
created starting with the null set, the dual creation myth proceeds by adding distinctions to a
formless background substance. Once some distinctions have been made, then we look backwards
and conceptualize the distinctive elements as being members of a block in a partition. But it would
be better to think of the �block�as an element made by some earlier distinctions but before the later
distinctions that created the distinctive elements or descendents of the block. The whole development
U ! X ! 1 can be thought of �cofunctionally� (i.e., going backward against the direction of the
arrows in U ! X ! 1) as a rooted tree with the root at the blob and the elements of U as the
leaves. The �partition�X is a set of nodes in the tree such that each leaf u 2 U is the descendent
of one and only one node in X.

There is an old philosophical duality between substance and form. We have seen a version of this
duality emerge from the category-theoretic duality between monomorphisms and epimorphisms� in
terms of sets, subsets of a set and partitions on a set. In the one myth, elements are fully formed and
are created by gaining existence or substance. In the dual myth, the substance (the blank canvas)
is already there but is formless and then elements are created by making distinctions. In the one

9Distinctions can be used to de�ne the number of elements in a �nite set, e.g., a set S has three elements if
9x; y; z 2 S; (x 6= y)& (y 6= z)& (x 6= z)&8w 2 S; (w = x) _ (w = y) _ (w = z).
10 In economics, there is a basic distinction between rivalrous goods (where more for one means less for another) such

a material things (�its�) in contrast to non-rivalrous goods (where what one person acquires does not take away from
another) such as ideas, knowledge, and information (�bits�). In that spirit, an element of a set represents a material
thing, an �it�, while the dual notion of a distinction or �dit� represents the immaterial notion of two �its� being
distinct, the notion that is the most basic unit of information. The technical relationship between dits and Shannon�s
bits is explained later. Of course, all mathematical notions are immaterial which is why it may be helpful to look at
the real-world contrast between rivalrous and non-rivalrous goods (its and bits).
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case, elements are created by in-�lling the void with fully formed elements, and, in the other case,
elements are created by in-forming an already existing substance. In broad philosophical terms, it is
the duality between matter and information.

Claude Shannon�s classic 1948 articles [17] developed a statistical theory of communications that
is ordinarily called �information theory.�Shannon built upon the work of Ralph Hartley [7] twenty
years earlier. To make the distinction, the logical analysis of information in terms of distinctions
might be called �logical information theory.�

The basic conceptual unit in logical information theory is the distinction or dit (from �DIsTinc-
tion�). Looking backwards from a discrete partition or set U , a partition � : U ! X distinguishes
certain pairs of elements of U and identi�es others. A pair (u; u0) of distinct elements of U are
distinguished by �, i.e., form a dit of �, if u and u0 are in di¤erent blocks of �.11 A pair (u; u0)
are identi�ed by � and form an indit (from INDIsTinction or �identi�cation�) of the partition if
they are contained in the same block of �. A partition on U can be characterized by either its dits
or indits (just as a subset S of U can be characterized by the elements added to the null set to
arrive at S or by the elements of U thrown out to arrive at S). When a partition � is thought
of as an equivalence relation, then the equivalence relation, as a set of ordered pairs contained in
U � U = U2, is the indit set indit(�) of indits of the partition. But from the view point of logical
information theory, the focus is on the distinctions, the complementary dit set dit (�) of dits where
dit (�) = (U � U)� indit (�) = indit (�)c. Rather than think of the partition as resulting from iden-
ti�cations made to the elements of U , we think of it as being formed by making distinctions starting
with the blob as in the dual creation myth. The distinctions of � are then measured in terms of the
elements created by the later distinctions that formed the universe set U .

There is a natural (�built-in�) closure operation on U2. A subset C � U2 is closed if it contains
the diagonal f(u; u) j u 2 Ug, if (u; u0) 2 C implies (u0; u) 2 C, and if (u; u0) and (u0; u00) are in C,
then (u; u00) is in C. Thus the closed sets of U2 are the re�exive, symmetric, and transitive relations,
i.e., the equivalence relations (partitions) on U . The intersection of closed sets is closed and the
intersection of all closed sets containing a subset S � U2 is the closure S of S.

It should be carefully noted that the closure operation on U2 is not a topological closure operation
in the sense that the union of two closed set is not necessarily closed. In spite of the closure operation
not being topological, we may still refer to the set complements of closed sets as being open sets (i.e.,
the dit sets of partitions). As usual, the interior int(S) of any subset S is de�ned as the complement
of the closure of its complement: int(S) =

�
Sc
�c
.

The closed sets of U � U ordered by inclusion form a lattice isomorphic to the lattice �(U) of
partitions on U . Given two partitions � and �0 on U , the closed set corresponding to the meet �^�0
of the partitions is the intersection of their indit sets, i.e.,

indit(� ^ �0) = indit (�) \ indit (�0).

The closed set corresponding to their join � _ �0 is the closure of the union of their indit sets, i.e.,

indit(� _ �0) = indit (�) [ indit (�0).

A partition � re�nes a partition �0, � � �0, if indit (�) � indit (�0). The closed set corresponding to
the top or blob b1 is the whole space of ordered pairs U �U and the closed set corresponding to the
discrete partition or bottom b0 is the diagonal �U = f(u; u) : u 2 Ug � U � U .

Dualizing, the lattice of open sets (dit sets of partitions) of U � U ordered by inclusion is
isomorphic to the dual �(U)op. From the view point of logical information theory� which views a
partition in terms of its distinctions� it would be more natural to picture the lattice of partitions
in this dual way with the discrete partition as the top and the indiscrete partition or blob as the
bottom. Then the partition on the �large�end of the inequality sign � would be the more re�ned

11One might also develop the theory using unordered pairs fu; u0g but the later development of the theory using
probabilistic methods is much facilitated by using ordered pairs (u; u0).
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partition rather than the less re�ned partition. Gian-Carlo Rota often quipped that the usual way of
writing the �re�nement�relation should be called �unre�nement.�Some writers [6] have de�ed the
tradition, de�ned the re�nement relation the other way, and made the other necessary changes such
as taking what is usually de�ned as the meet of two partitions as their join. But after registering
this protest, we will stick to the conventional treatment of the lattice of partitions so the lattice of
open dit sets is isomorphic to the dual �(U)op.

We have taken some pains to emphasize two di¤erent conceptual origins of the notion of a set in
the two dual creation myths. This does not preclude intertranslation between subset concepts and
partition concepts. The isomorphism between the lattice of closed subsets of U � U and the lattice
of partitions shows how all the information in the partition lattice can be translated back into the
subsets and closure relation. Even the notion of a characteristic function �S : U ! 2 = f0; 1g of a
subset S = ��1S (1) � U carries over. Consider 22 = f(0; 0) ; (1; 1) ; (0; 1) ; (1; 0)g where the subset
f(0; 0) ; (1; 1)gconsisting of the self-pairs is a closed set, the only closed set di¤erent from the whole
set. Then given any closed set C � U2, de�ne the map �C ((u; u0)) = (0; x) where x = 0 if (u; u0) 2 C
and x = 1 if (u; u0) 62 C. Then ��1C ((0; 0)) = C and, indeed, �C : U

2 ! 22 is a closed map in the sense
that the inverse image of closed sets are closed. Thus the partitions on U are in 1-1 correspondence
with the closed maps U2 ! 22 where the �rst component always maps to 0.

2.2 Some Set Structure Theorems

After Shannon�s information theory was presented, there was a spate of new de�nitions of �entropy�
with various properties but without concrete interpretations. Here we are taking an opposite ap-
proach of starting with an interpretation that arises naturally in the development of a dual logic
for partitions. The basic notion of a distinction or dit is then seen as the logical unit of information
and a �logical information theory�can be developed based on that concrete interpretation. When
the universe set U is �nite, then we have a numerical notion of �information� or �entropy� of a
partition � in the number of distinctions jdit (�)j particularly when normalized by the number of
ordered pairs, i.e., jdit (�)j = jU j2. This logical �number of dits�notion of information or entropy can
then be related to Shannon�s measure of information or entropy. Before restricting ourselves to �nite
U , there are a few structure theorems that are independent of cardinality.

The unit of information is the dit so the information in a partition � is its dit set dit(�).
The information common to two partitions � and �, their mutual information set, would be the
intersection of their dit sets (which is not necessarily the dit set of a partition):

Mut(�; �) = dit (�) \ dit (�).

The dit set of the blob b1 is the empty set since it distinguishes nothing (and thus has no in-
formation) while the dit set of the discrete partition b0 is all ordered pairs except the diagonal
�U = f(u; u) : u 2 Ug. Shannon deliberately de�ned the notion of information so that it would be
�additive�in the sense that the measure of information in two independent probability distributions
would be the sum of the information measures of the two separate distributions.12 But this is not
true at the logical level with information de�ned as distinctions. There is always mutual information
between two non-blob partitions.

Proposition 1 Given two partitions � and � on U with � 6= b1 6= �, Mut (�; �) 6= ?.
Since � is not the blob, consider two elements u and u0 distinguished by � but identi�ed by

� [otherwise (u; u0) 2 Mut(�; �)]. Since � is also not the blob, there must be a third element u00
not in the same block of � as u and u0. But since u and u0 are in di¤erent blocks of �, the third

12Two partitions � and � are (stochastically) independent if the probability distributions fpBgB2� and fpCgC2�
are independent in the sense that: jB\CjjUj = pB\C = pBpC =

jBjjCj
jU�Uj for all B 2 � and C 2 �.
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element u00 must be distinguished from one or the other or both in �. Hence (u; u00) or (u0; u00) must
be distinguished by both partitions and thus be in their mutual information set Mut (�; �).

Just as the union of two closed sets is not necessarily closed, the intersection of two open sets
is not necessarily open. However the interior of the mutual information set is the dit set of the join
partition:

int (Mut(�; �)) = [(dit (�) \ dit (�))c]
c
= [indit (�) [ indit (�)]c = indit (� _ �)c = dit (� _ �).

While the mutual information set of two non-trivial partitions cannot be empty, the interior can be
empty, and that is equivalent to � _ � = b1.

It is easy to characterize the structure of the relevant subsets of U2 using the usual notions of
blocks of a partition. Given a partition � on U with blocks fBgB2�, let B � B0 be the Cartesian
product of B and B0. Then

indit (�) =
S
B2�

B �B, and

dit (�) =
S

B 6=B0

B;B02�

B �B0 = U � U � indit (�).

The mutual information set can also be characterized in this manner.

Proposition 2 Given partitions � and � with blocks fBgB2� and fCgC2�, then

Mut (�; �) =
S

B2�;C2�
(B � (B \ C))� (C � (B \ C)).

The union (which is a disjoint union) will include the pairs (u; u0) where for some B 2 � and C 2 �,
u 2 B � (B \ C) and u0 2 C � (B \ C). Since u0 is in C but not in the intersection B \ C, it
must be in a di¤erent block of � than B so (u; u0) 2 dit (�). Symmetrically, (u; u0) 2 dit (�) so
(u; u0) 2 Mut (�; �) = dit (�) \ dit (�). Conversely if (u; u0) 2 Mut (�; �) then take the B containing
u and the C containing u0. Since (u; u0) is distinguished by both partitions, u 62 C and u0 62 B so
that (u; u0) 2 (B � (B \ C))� (C � (B \ C)).

2.3 Logical Information Theory on Finite Sets

For a �nite set U , the numerical �dit count�measure of information can be de�ned and compared
to Shannon�s measure for �nite probability distributions. Since the information set of a partition �
on U is its set of distinctions dit (�), the un-normalized numerical measure of the information of a
partition is simply the cardinality of that set, jdit (�)j. But the description of the information in �
is all relative to freezing the development of the partitions with the discrete partition U so our main
focus is on the normalized logical information content or logical entropy of a partition � which is:

h (�) = jdit(�)j
jU j2 .

Probability theory started with the �nite case where there was a �nite set U of possibilities (the
�nite sample space) and an event was a subset S � U . Under the Laplacian assumption that each
outcome was equiprobable, the probability of the event S was:

Prob (S) = jSj
jU j .
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This is the probability that any randomly chosen element of U would exist in the subset S. In view
of the dual relationship between existing in a subset and being distinguished by a partition (i.e., the
duality between existence and information), the analogous concept would be the probability that an
ordered pair (u; u0) of elements of U chosen randomly (with replacement) would be distinguished
by a partition �. That is precisely the probabilistic interpretation of the logical information of a
partition h(�) = jdit (�)j = jU j2 (since each pair randomly chosen from U � U is equiprobable).

In view of the close analogy between subsets of a set and partitions on a set where the partitions
are treated in terms of their dit sets, we have a bridge to carry over techniques in �nite probabil-
ity theory to partitions. Since dit (� ^ �) = dit (�) [ dit (�), the probability that an ordered pair
randomly chosen (always with replacement) is distinguished by either a partition � or a partition
� (or both) is the probability jdit (� ^ �)j = jU j2. Since that is the information content or entropy
h (� ^ �) = jdit (� ^ �)j = jU j2 for the meet � ^ �, the entropy of the meet has the simple proba-
bilistic interpretation as the probability that a random pair would be distinguished by one or the
other of the partitions. The probability that a randomly chosen pair would be distinguished by both
partitions � and � would be given by the relative cardinality of the mutual information set which is
called the mutual information of the partitions:

m(�; �) = jMut(�;�)j
jU j2 .

Since the cardinality of intersections of sets can be analyzed using the inclusion-exclusion prin-
ciple, we have:

jMut (�; �)j = jdit (�) \ dit (�)j = jdit (�)j+ jdit (�)j � jdit (�) [ dit (�)j.
Normalizing, the probability that a random pair is distinguished by both partitions is given by the
�modular law�:

m (�; �) = jdit(�)\dit(�)j
jU j2 = jdit(�)j

jU j2 + jdit(�)j
jU j2 � jdit(�)[dit(�)j

jU j2 = h (�) + h (�)� h (� ^ �).

This can be extended by the inclusion-exclusion principle to any number of partitions. Since the dits
of the join are obtained as the interior of the mutual information set Mut (�; �), the information
contents of the join and meet satisfy the:

Submodular inequality: h (� _ �) + h (� ^ �) � h (�) + h (�).

2.4 Using Probabilistic Methods

Since the logical entropy of a partition on a �nite set can be given a direct probabilistic interpretation,
it is not surprising that many methods of probability theory can be directly harnessed to develop
the theory. Each partition � on a �nite set U de�nes a probability distribution:

pB =
jBj
jU j for blocks B 2 �.

Since there are no empty blocks, pB > 0 and
P

B2� pB = 1. Since the dit set of a partition is
dit (�) =

S
B 6=B0

B�B0, its size is jdit (�)j =
P

B 6=B0 jBj jB0j. Thus the logical information or entropy

in a partition as the normalized size of the dit set can be developed as follows:

h (�) =
P

B 6=B0 jBjjB0j
jU j�jU j =

X
B 6=B0

pBpB0 =
X
B2�

pB (1� pB) = 1�
X
B2�

p2B .
13

13At about the same time as Shannon�s 1948 paper on information theory, Edward H. Simpson, a British statistician,
(independently) proposed

P
B2� p

2
B as a measure of species concentration (the opposite of diversity) where � is the

partition of animals or plants according to species and where each animal or plant is considered as equiprobable. And
Simpson gave the important interpretation of this measure as �the probability that two individuals chosen at random
and independently from the population will be found to belong to the same group.�[18, p. 688] Hence 1�

P
B2� p

2
B

is the probability that a random ordered pair will belong to di¤erent groups. This early appearance of the formula for
logical entropy is known as �Simpson�s index of diversity.�
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We de�ne the partition indicator function I� : U ! [0; 1] of a partition � as:

I� (u) = pB where u 2 B.

Using the linear expectation operator E[�] on random variables de�ned on U , we have:

h (�) =
X
B2�

pB (1� pB) = E [1� I�] = 1� E [I�].

Thus the logical entropy h (�) not only has a direct probabilistic interpretation (the probability
that a randomly chosen pair is distinguished by the partition), it can also be interpreted as the
average of the values of the complementary probabilities 1 � pB on the blocks. This �average-of-
complementary-probabilities� version of the logical entropy is important to see the connection to
Shannon�s measure of information content. Having de�ned and interpreted logical entropy in terms
of the distinctions of a set partition, we may if desired �kick away the ladder�and de�ne it directly
for any �nite probability distribution p = fp1; :::; png as h (p) =

Pn
i=1 pi (1� pi) = 1�

Pn
i=1 p

2
i .

3 The Connection Between the Logical and Shannon�s Infor-
mation Theories

3.1 Comparing the Logical and Shannon Entropies

This result allows us to visualize the connection between the logical entropy h (�) =
P

B2� pB (1� pB)
of a partition and Shannon�s entropy H (�) =

P
B2� pB log2(

1
pB
) of the partition. But �rst we must

motivate Shannon�s entropy concept. We have taken some pains to carefully distinguish between
subset-based reasoning in terms of elements of subsets of U and partition-based reasoning in terms
of the ordered pairs of distinctions made by a partition on U . For instance, we had the contrast
between the probability Prob (S) = jSj

jU j of a random element being in a subset S and the prob-

ability h (�) = jdit(�)j
jU j2 of a random pair being distinguished by a partition �. Shannon, in e¤ect,

uses subset-based reasoning (shared with Hartley) to arrive at a notion of entropy for a block of a
partition� where the block is considered as a subset of U� and then the block values are averaged
over all the blocks in a partition to get a partition value. Hartley and Shannon start with the ques-
tion of the information required to single an element u out of a set U , e.g., to single out the sent
message out of a set of possible messages. Alfred Renyi has also emphasized this �search-theoretic�
approach to information theory (see [13] or numerous papers in [15]).

One intuitive measure of that information would just be the cardinality jU j of the set, and, as
we will see, that is indeed a multiplicative version of Shannon�s entropy. But Hartley and Shannon
wanted the additivity that comes from taking the logarithm of the set size jU j. If jU j = 2n then
this allows the crucial Shannon interpretation of log2 (jU j) = n as the minimum number of yes-or-no
questions it takes to single out any designated element of the set. In a mathematical version of the
game of twenty questions (like Rényi�s Hungarian game of �Bar-Kochba�), think of each element
of U as being assigned a unique binary number with n digits. Then the minimum n questions can
just be the questions asking for the ith binary digit of the hidden designated element. Each answer
gives one bit (short for �binary digit�) of information. With this motivation for the case of jU j = 2n,
Shannon takes log (jU j) (logs are always to the base 2 unless otherwise indicated) as the measure of
the information required to single out a hidden element in set with jU j elements.

The next step is to break down the �nding of the hidden element into two steps; �nding a
subset B containing the element and then �nding the element within the subset. Assuming that the
information to single out B and to single out the element within B is additive, then the additive
measure of information H (B) to single out B would satisfy the equation: log (jU j) = H (B) +
log (jBj). Then we can solve for the information to single out a subset B as: H (B) = log (jU j) �
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log (jBj) = log
�
jU j
jBj

�
= log

�
1
pB

�
. The basic idea is that singling out or distinguishing one element

from a set of equally likely elements is the log of the number of elements. Hence to measure the
information obtained in singling out a subset B out of U , it is thought of as being singled out of a set
of equal subsets, where there are (as it were) jU j

jBj subsets of size jBj in U .
14 Hence the information

obtained in distinguishing a subset B out of jU jjBj equal subsets is log
�
jU j
jBj

�
. Then a partition � is

brought in as a set of mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive subsets fBgB2�. Since the hidden
element must be contained in one and only one block, the information or entropy of the partition
could be de�ned as the average of the block values:

Shannon�s entropy: H (�) =
X
B2�

pBH(B) =
X
B2�

pB log
�
1
pB

�
.

It should be carefully noted that the interpretation of the Shannon entropy is for the block, and the
measure is extended to a partition only by averaging over the blocks.

This can be directly compared to the logical entropy h (�) =
P

B2� pB (1� pB) which arose
from quite di¤erent partition-based reasoning (e.g., with the search of a single designated element
playing no role). Nevertheless, the formula

P
B2� pB (1� pB) can be viewed as an average over the

quantities which play the role of �block values� h (B) = (1� pB). This �block value� cannot be
directly interpreted as a (normalized) dit count since there is no such thing as the dit count for a
block. The dits are the pairs of elements in distinct blocks. However, we could mimic Shannon�s
reasoning about a block B by considering a similarly hypothetical partition with jU j

jBj equal blocks
of size jBj and then compute the normalized dit count for that hypothetical partition. Since each
block of that hypothetical partition has the same probability pB =

jBj
jU j , its logical entropy is the sum

of the jU j
jBj =

1
pB

quantities pB (1� pB) which yields the previous �block value� 1
pB
pB (1� pB) =

1 � pB = h (B). Then the average of these logical entropies for the hypothetical partitions with
jU j
jBj equal blocks would give the logical entropy h (�) =

P
B2� pBh (B) =

P
B2� pB (1� pB) of the

partition �.
The surprising thing is that the interpretation of the logical entropy (normalized dit counts)

survives the averaging even though all the blocks of � might have di¤erent sizes. The interpretation
�commutes�with the averaging of block values. In contrast, the Shannon measure of information as
the minimum number of binary questions it takes to distinguish the elements of a set of equiprobable
elements (or subsets) does not commute with the averaging over the set of di¤erent-sized blocks in
a partition. The logical entropy of a partition on a set can be interpreted as the actual number of
dits (normalized) distinguished by the partition while the Shannon entropy of a partition is always
the expected number of bits it takes to distinguish the blocks.

One of the important tools used in Shannon�s information theory is the logarithmic inequality:
for any x > 0, ln(x) � x� 1 with equality only at x = 1 (where ln() is the natural logarithm). This
is easily proved by showing that f (x) = x � 1 � ln (x) has its unique minimum value of f (1) = 0.
Taking the negative of both sides of the inequality allows us to directly see the relationship at the
block level between logical and Shannon�s entropy: for pB > 0,

logarithmic inequality: h (B) = 1� pB � ln
�
1
pB

�
= log2

�
1
pB

�
ln (2) = H (B) ln (2).

14We should always say �as it were� here since jU j = jBj need not be an integer unless we rig it that way. But the
heuristic argument goes through anyway.
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Comparison of Block Values for Logical and Shannon Entropies

Averaging over the block values, we have:

0 � h (�) =
P
B2�

pBh (B) =
P
B2�

pB (1� pB) �
P
B2�

pB ln(
1
pB
) = ln (2)

P
B2�

pB log2

�
1
pB

�
=

ln (2)H (�) � H (�)

with equality only when pB = 1 since both entropies take the blob as having zero information.
Since both block values of the entropies are a function of block probability pB , we can eliminate

that variable to obtain a direct relationship between the block values.

h (B) = 1� 1
2H(B) and H (B) = log

�
1

1�h(B)

�
Relationship between logical and Shannon block entropies

H (B) is the minimal number of binary partitions necessary to distinguish m = 2H(B) elements (as it
were) such as the blocks in the hypothetical partition withm = 1

pB
= 2log(1=pB) = 2H(B) equal blocks.

The logical entropy h (B) of that partition has the same interpretation as any logical entropy� the
probability that a random ordered pair of elements will be distinguished by the partition. Since
the m blocks have the same size, the probability that the �rst draw is from any speci�c block is
1
m . Hence the probability that a random ordered pair is distinguished is simply the probability
1 � 1

m = 1 � 1
2H(B) that the second draw is in a di¤erent block than the �rst. Hence the formula

h (B) = 1� 1
2H(B) gives a direct and clear intuitive relationship between the two notions of entropy

at the level of blocks (or at the level of individual points in a �nite sample space when both entropies
are de�ned in terms of a probability distribution on a �nite sample space).

To summarize the comparison up to this point, the logical theory and Shannon�s theory start by
posing di¤erent questions which then turn out to be precisely related. Shannon�s statistical theory
of communications is concerned with determining the sent message out of a set of possible messages.
In the basic case, the messages are equiprobable so it is abstractly the problem of determining
the hidden designated element out of a set of equiprobable elements which, for simplicity, we can
assume has 2n elements. The process of determining the hidden element (e.g., the sent message)
can be conceptualized as the process of asking binary questions which split the set of possibilities
into equiprobable parts. The answer to the �rst question determines which subset of 2n�1 elements
contains the hidden element and that provides 1 bit of information. An independent equal-blocked
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binary partition would split each of the 2n�1 element blocks into equal blocks with /2n�2 elements
each. Thus 2 bits of information would determine which of those 22 blocks contained the hidden
element, and so forth. Thus n independent equal-blocked binary partitions would determine which
of the resulting 2n blocks contains the hidden element. Since there are 2n elements each of those
blocks is a singleton so the hidden element has been determined. Hence the problem of �nding a
designated element among 2n equiprobable elements requires log (2n) = n bits of information.

The logical theory starts with the basic notion of a distinction between elements and de�nes
the logical information in a set of distinct 2n elements as the number of distinctions that need to be
made to distinguish the 2n elements. The distinctions are counted as ordered rather than unordered
pairs (in order to better apply the machinery of probability theory) and the number of distinctions
or dits is normalized by the number of all ordered pairs. Hence a set of 2n distinct elements would
involve 2n � 2n � 2n = 22n � 2n = 2n (2n � 1) distinctions which normalizes to 22n�2n

22n = 1 � 1
2n

and which can be interpreted as the probability that a pair of elements chosen at random and with
replacement between the draws will be a pair of distinct elements (i.e., the probability that the
second element drawn is distinct from the �rst).

The connection between the two approaches can be seen by computing the total number of
distinctions made by intersecting the n independent equal-blocked binary partitions in Shannon�s
approach. There are only 22n�2n = 2n (2n � 1) possible distinctions between elements in a set of 2n
elements and if any distinction, say (u; u0) for u 6= u0, were left unmade, then the Shannon procedure
would not be able to determine the hidden designated element if it were either u or u0. Hence the
intersection of the n independent equal-blocked binary partitions needs to make all the 2n (2n � 1)
possible distinctions. The �rst partition which creates two sets of 2n�1 elements each thereby creates
2n�1 � 2n�1 = 22n�2 distinctions as unordered pairs and 2� 22n�2 = 22n�1 distinctions as ordered
pairs. The next binary partition splits each of those blocks into equal blocks of 2n�2 elements. Each
split block creates 2n�2 � 2n�2 = 22n�4 new distinctions as unordered pairs and there were two
such splits so there are 2� 22n�4 = 22n�3 additional unordered pairs of distinct elements created or
22n�2 new ordered pair distinctions. In a similar manner, the third partition creates 22n�3 new dits
and so forth down to the nth partition which adds 22n�n new dits. Thus in total, the intersection of
the n independent equal-blocked binary partitions has created

22n�1 + 22n�2 + :::+ 22n�n = 2n
�
2n�1 + 2n�2 + :::+ 20

�
= 2n

�
2n�1
2�1

�
= 2n (2n � 1)

(ordered pair) distinctions which is all the dits on a set with 2n elements. This is the instance of
the block value relationship h (B) = 1 � 1

2H(B) when the block B is a singleton in a 2n element set

so that H (B) = log
�

1
1=2n

�
= log (2n) = n and h (B) = 1 � 1

2n . Thus the Shannon entropy as the

number of independent equal-blocked binary partitions it takes to single out a hidden designated
element in a 2n element set is also the number of independent equal-blocked binary partitions it
takes to distinguish all the elements of a 2n element set from each other.

The connection between Shannon entropy and logical entropy boils down to two steps.

1. The �rst step uses the basic fact that singling out a hidden element (�sent message�) in a set
is the same as being able to distinguish any pair of distinct elements (since if a pair was left
undistinguished, the hidden element could not be singled out if it were one of the elements
in that undistinguished pair). This gives what might be called the second interpretation of
Shannon entropy as a measure of the information necessary to distinguish between all the
distinct messages in the set of possible messages in addition to the usual interpretation as
measuring the information necessary to determine the hidden designated element, i.e., the sent
message.

2. The second step is that in addition to the Shannon measure of the information necessary to
make all the distinction, we may use the logical measure that simply counts the distinctions
which is normalized by the total number of ordered pairs of elements.
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In short,

the Shannon measure counts the minimum number of binary partitions to make the dis-
tinctions between the elements of a set while the logical measure is the (normalized) count
of distinctions themselves.

Example 1: This connection might be illustrated by considering the case of n = 3 so that it
takes only 3 independent binary partitions to distinguish the 23 = 8 elements of the set (represented
by the 8 diagonal squares) and to e¢ ciently create the 23

�
23 � 1

�
= 8 � 7 = 56 ordered pair

distinctions represented by the o¤-diagonal squares.

Example 2: It might be useful to also consider an example where the blocks are unequal.
Consider the four symbols C, A, G, and T in the genetic code and suppose the probabilities are
pA = 1=2, pC = 1=4, and pG = pT = 1=8.[16] We might model this with a set U of eight letters, 4
copies of A, 2 copies of C, and one copy of G and T . There is a (Fano) code for these possibilities,
A = 1, C = 01, G = 000, T = 001. Then one binary digit will distinguish the block of A�s from the
other blocks (square on the left below), two binary digits will distinguish the C-block from G and
T (the middle square below) and three binary digits will distinguish G from T . But this does not
represent 3 bits of information since the blocks were of di¤erent probabilities. The block values are:

H (A) = log
�

1
1=2

�
= 1, H (C) = log

�
1
1=4

�
= 2, and H (G) = H (T ) = log

�
1
1=8

�
= 3, which are the

number of symbols in the given code. But the average number of binary digits in the code needed
to distinguish the four blocks is: 12 � 1+

1
4 � 2+

1
8 � 3� 2 = 1

3
4 bits per block which is the Shannon

entropy of the probability distribution.
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Now consider the action of the three binary digits in creating dits. The �rst binary partition
(i.e., distinguishing according to the �rst binary digit) created 32 white cells representing distinctions
(square on the left above) so the normalized dit count is h (A) = 32

64 =
1
2 = 1 �

1
2H(A) . The second

binary digit distinguished the C block of 2 elements among 8 and a (hypothetical) partition with four
equal blocks of 2 elements would have a normalized dit count of h (C) = 64�(4�2�2)

64 = 3
4 = 1�

1
4 =

1� 1
2H(C) . The third binary digit distinguished the last two singleton blocks and a partition with eight

singleton blocks has the logical entropy: h(G) = h(T ) = 64�8
64 = 7

8 = 1�
1
8 = 1�

1
2H(G) = 1� 1

2H(T ) .
When we average these logical entropy block values over the four blocks, the result is:�

1
2 �

1
2

�
+
�
1
4 �

3
4

�
+ 2

�
1
8 �

7
8

�
= 8

32 +
6
32 +

7
32 =

21
32 .

It was previously noted that the interpretation commutes with the averaging over block values for
logical entropy. Hence that average is the same as the direct count of the 42 white cells in the
chessboard on the right above representing the distinctions of the partition so the normalized dit
count is the logical entropy of the partition: 4264 =

21
32 .

Example 3: The logic of the connection between intersecting independent equal-blocked parti-
tions and e¢ ciently creating dits is not dependent on the choice of base 2. Consider the coin-weighing
problem where one has a balance scale and a set of 3n coins all of which look alike but one is coun-
terfeit (the hidden designated element) and is lighter than the others. The coins might be numbered
using the n-digit numbers in mod 3 arithmetic where the three digits are 0, 1, and 2. The n in-
dependent ternary partitions are arrived at by dividing the coins into three piles according to the
ith digit as i = 1; :::; n. To use the n partitions to �nd the false coin, two of the piles are put on
the balance scale. If one side is lighter, then the counterfeit coin is in that block. If the two sides
balance, then the light coin is in the third block of coins not on the scale. Thus n weighings (i.e., the
intersection of n independent equal-blocked ternary partitions) will determine the n ternary digits

of the false coin, and thus the ternary Shannon entropy is log3
�

1
1=3n

�
= log3 (3

n) = n trits. As

before we can interpret the intersecting of independent partitions not only as the most e¢ cient way
to �nd the hidden element (e.g., the false coin or the sent message) but as the most e¢ cient way to
make all the distinctions between the elements of the set. The �rst partition (separating by the �rst
ternary digit) creates 3 equal blocks of 3n�1 elements each so that creates 3� 3n�1 � 3n�1 = 32n�1
unordered pairs of distinct elements or 2� 32n�1 ordered pair distinctions. The partition according
to the second ternary digit divides each of these three blocks into three equal blocks of 3n�2 elements
each so the additional unordered pairs created are 3� 3� 3n�2� 3n�2 = 32n�2 or 2� 32n�2 ordered
pair distinctions. Continuing in this fashion, the nth ternary partition adds 2 � 32n�n dits. Hence
the total number of dits created by intersecting the n independent partitions is:

2�
�
32n�1 + 32n�2:::+ 3n

�
= 2�

�
3n
�
3n�1 + 3n�2:::+ 1

��
= 2�

h
3n (3

n�1)
3�1

i
= 3n (3n � 1)

which is the total number of ordered pair distinctions between the elements of the 3n element
set. Thus the Shannon measure in trits is the minimum number of ternary partitions needed to
create all the distinctions between the elements of a set. The base-3 Shannon entropy is H3 (�) =P

B2� pB log3

�
1
pB

�
which for this example of the discrete partition on a 3n element set U isH3

�b0� =P
u2U

1
3n log3

�
1

1=3n

�
= log3 (3

n) = n which can also be thought of as the block value entropy for a

singleton block so that we may apply the block value relationship. The logical entropy of the discrete

partition on this set is: h
�b0� = 3n(3n�1)

32n = 1� 1
3n which could also be thought of as the block value

of the logical entropy for a singleton block. Thus the entropies for the discrete partition stand in the
block value relationship which for base 3 is:

h (B) = 1� 1
3H3(B)

.
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The examples help to show how the logical notion of a distinction underlies the Shannon mea-
sure of information, and how a complete procedure for �nding the hidden element (e.g., the sent
message) requires being able to make all the distinctions in a set of elements. But this should not
be interpreted as showing that the Shannon�s information theory �reduces� to the logical theory.
The Shannon theory is addressing an additional question of �nding the unknown element. One can
have all the distinctions between elements, e.g., the assignment of distinct base-3 numbers to the 3n

coins, without knowing which element is the designated one. Information theory becomes a theory
of the transmission of information, i.e., a theory of communication, when that second question of
�receiving the message� as to which element is the designated one is the focus of analysis. In the
coin example, we might say that the information about the light coin was always there in the nature
of the situation (i.e., on the sender side) but was unknown to an observer (i.e., on the receiver side).
The coin weighing scheme was a way for the observer to elicit the information out of the situation.
Similarly, the game of twenty questions is about �nding a way to uncover the hidden answer� which
was all along distinct from the other possible answers (on the sender side). It is this question of the
transmission of information (and the noise that might interfere with the process) that carries Shan-
non�s statistical theory of communications well beyond the bare-bones logical analysis of information
in terms of distinctions.

3.2 Multiplicative Shannon Entropy

The fact that the Shannon motivation works for other bases than 2 suggests that there might be a
base-free version of the Shannon measure. Sometimes the reciprocal 1

pB
of the probability of an event

B is interpreted as the �surprise-value information�conveyed by the occurrence of B. But there is
a better concept to use than the vague notion of �surprise-value information.�For any probability
p, we de�ne this reciprocal 1p as the associated number of (equiprobable) elements (always �as it
were�since it need not be an integer) since that is the number of equiprobable elements in a set so
that the probability of choosing any particular element is p. If an outcome in a sample space has
probability p = 1

n , then picking that outcome has the same probability as picking any particular

element from a set of n equiprobable elements. For instance, for a block probability pB =
jBj
jU j , its

associated number of elements or, rather, blocks (in this case) jU j
jBj was the number of blocks in the

hypothetical equal-blocked partition with each block like B. It might be said that the �surprise-value
information�conveyed when it is learned which element in U is the hidden designated element was
the reciprocal 1

1=jU j = jU j of its probability, but that is also the associated number of elements to the
probability 1= jU j since all the elements were equiprobable. In that case the equal-blocked partition
where each block is like the singleton block of the designated element is just the discrete partition
on U . Our task is to develop this �associated number of blocks� (or �surprise value�) measure of
information for partitions.

If events B and C were independent, then pB\C = pBpC so the number of elements associated
with the occurrence of both events is the product of the number of elements associated with the
separate events. Let Hm (B) be the �number of blocks�information contained in learning that the
hidden element was in a subset B. Then the number-of-blocks information contained in learning
which element was designated in U could be taken as the product of the information that the
element is in the subset B times the information about which element of B was designated, i.e.,
jU j = Hm (B) jBj. Thus Hm(B) = jU j

jBj =
1
pB
is the number-of-blocks information that the element

was in the subset B. In view of the multiplicative nature of the number-of-blocks information,
we need to average these block values over the blocks of a partition � using the multiplicative or
geometric mean instead of the arithmetical mean. This can be done by considering the �associated
number of blocks�random variable Hm;�(u) = 1

pB
if u 2 B which is the reciprocal of the partition

indicator function I�(u) = pB if u 2 B. Then the geometric mean is formed by taking the product of
these values over all u 2 U and then taking the jU jth root. This de�nes the multiplicative (Shannon)
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entropy of a partition � (which does not involve any choice of a base for logs):

Hm (�) = jUj
pQ

u2U Hm;�(u) =
jUj

rQ
B2�

�
1
pB

�jBj
=
Q
B2�

�
1
pB

�pB
blocks.15

It is useful to introduce the multiplicative or geometric expectation: given a �nite-valued random
variable X with the values fx1; :::; xng with the probabilities fp1; :::; png, the multiplicative expec-
tation is Em [X] =

Qn
i=1 x

pi
i . Then the multiplicative entropy of a partition is the multiplicative

expectation of the block values Hm (B) = 1
pB
which are the associated number of blocks. The usual

(additive) Shannon entropy is then obtained as the log2 version of this �log-free�number-of-blocks
measure:

log2 (Hm (�)) = log

� Q
B2�

�
1
pB

�pB�
=
P

B2� log
��

1
pB

�pB�
=
P

B2� pB log
�
1
pB

�
= H (�)

(which also justi�es calling Hm the multiplicative Shannon entropy). Or viewed the other way
around, Hm (�) = 2H(�). For the discrete partition on U , each pB is 1

jU j so the multiplicative

entropy of the discrete partition is Hm
�b0� = Y

u2U
jU j1=jU j = jU j which could also be obtained

as 2H(
b0) since H �b0� = log (jU j). Since the multiplicative Shannon entropy of a partition � of m

equally probable blocks is
Q
B2�

m
p
m = m, the natural choice of unit for the multiplicative entropy

is �blocks�(or geometric average of the associated number of blocks just as the �bits�of the additive
Shannon measure is actually the arithmetical average number of bits from the block values). Since

Hm

�b0� = jU j, the multiplicative Shannon entropy of the discrete partition on a 3n element set is 3n
elements (= blocks). Hence the Shannon entropy with base 3 would be: log3Hm

�b0� = log3 (3n) = n
trits as in Example 3 above. The multiplicative and logical entropies of the discrete partition or of
any equal-blocked partition are the block value entropies for each equal block, and the block value
relationship between the multiplicative Shannon entropy and the logical entropy in general is:

h(B) = 1� 1
Hm(B)

where h(B) = 1 � pB and Hm (B) = 1=pB , and where h (B) is the probability that the second
draw (in drawing a random pair) is from a di¤erent block. Solving for the multiplicative entropy
gives: Hm (B) = 1

1�h(B) which also has a simple interpretation. Since h (B) is the probability that
the second draw is in a di¤erent block than the �rst draw, 1 � h (B) is the probability of any
one of the equiprobable blocks being drawn (in the hypothetical equal-blocked partition with all
blocks like B) so 1

1�h(B) = Hm (B) is the number of blocks in that partition. After the block

relationship h (B) = 1 � 1
Hm(B)

, the logical entropy h (�) =
P

B2� pBh (B) is obtained as the
(additive) expectation of the block values h(B) = 1�pB while the multiplicative entropy is obtained
as the multiplicative expectationHm (�) =

Q
B2�Hm (B)

pB of the block valuesHm (B) = 1
pB
. Hence

the relationship between the two averages can no longer be given by a simple functional relationship,
and similarly for the relationship between the logical entropy h (�) and the usual Shannon entropy
H (�) = log2 (Hm (�)).

15Another way to arrive at this formula is to use the relationship between a block probability pB of � and the
associated number of blocks 1

pB
in a long sequence of independent samples of the number-of-blocks random variable

Hm;� where Hm;�(u) = 1=pB if u 2 B. In a long sequence of N samples of Hm;� , there would tend to be pBN
instances of the number of blocks 1=pB so the probable or typical sequence would tend to have the probabilityQ
B2� (pB)

NpB = pN� as if an event with probability p� had occurred N times where p� =
Q
B2� (pB)

pB . But this

means that it is as if the number-of-blocks random variable had taken the value 1
p�

=
Q
B2�

�
1
pB

�pB
= Hm (�)

each time with probability p� . Thus Hm (�) is the average associated number of blocks for the partition � (see the
asymptotic equipartition property in information theory texts such as [4] or, for a simpler treatment, [3]).
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3.3 Independent Partitions

The usual Shannon entropy block value H (B) = log2

�
1
pB

�
is the number of independent equal-

blocked binary partitions that need to be intersected to create all the distinctions of the equal-blocked
partition with 1

pB
blocks (as it were). What is the corresponding interpretation of the base-free

multiplicative entropy block values Hm (B) = 1
pB
? Since some of the blocks in the intersection of

two partitions might be empty, the general number-of-blocks inequality is: j� ^ �j � j�j j�j. When
independent partitions intersect, the number of blocks multiplies so the inequality is an equation in
that instance. Much verbiage has been expended arguing that some intuitive notion of �information�
should be additive for independent partitions but the underlying mathematical fact is simply that the
number of blocks is multiplicative for independent partitions and Shannon chose to use the logarithm
of the number of blocks as his measure of information. When independent equal-blocked binary
partitions are intersected, the number of blocks grows by the power of 2, e.g., j�1 ^ �2 ^ ::: ^ �mj =
j�1j j�2j ::: j�mj = 2m, so the logarithm of the number of blocks (e.g., log2 (2

m) = m) just picks up
the number of intersecting partitions. For the base-free number-of-blocks multiplicative notion of
entropy, the question is how many independent equal-blocked partitions does it take to create all the
dits of the hypothetical equal-blocked partition with 1

pB
blocks? The answer is 1, that partition itself

which has 1
pB
= Hm (B) blocks. Hence that is the block count in the equal-blocked partition which

creates those dits. Then taking the multiplicative expectation of those block counts Hm (B) yields
the multiplicative entropy Hm (�) of the partition �. Moreover, if two partitions � = fBgB2� and
� = fCgC2� are independent, then the block counts multiply, i.e., Hm(B \ C) = 1

pB\C
= 1

pB
1
pC
=

Hm (B)Hm (C), so for the multiplicative expectations we have:

Hm(� ^ �) =
Q
B;C Hm (B \ C)

pB\C =
Q
B;C [Hm(B)Hm (C)]

pBpC =�Q
B2�Hm (B)

pB
� �Q

C2�Hm(C)
pC
�
= Hm (�)Hm (�),

or taking logs,

H (� ^ �) = log2(Hm(� ^ �)) = log2 (Hm (�)Hm (�)) = log2 (Hm (�)) + log2 (Hm (�)) =
H (�) +H (�).

Thus the Shannon entropy for the combined independent partitions (i.e., their �meet� in the
usual lattice of partitions) is the sum of the entropies for the separate partitions, i.e., H (� ^ �) =
H (�) + H (�). This intentional feature of the Shannon measure of information is motivated by
the intuition that the �information� in two independent probability distributions is in some sense
�disjoint.�But we have seen that when the information in a partition is represented by its dit set
dit (�), then the overlap in the dit sets of any two non-blob partitions is always non-empty. The dit
set of the meet of two partitions is just the union, dit(� ^ �) = dit (�) [ dit (�), so that union is
never a disjoint union (when the dit sets are non-empty). The relationship of independence between
partitions implies the same for their dit sets as events.

Proposition 3 If � and � are independent partitions, then their dit sets dit (�) and dit (�) are
independent as events in the sample space U � U (with equiprobable points).

We need to show that the probability m(�; �) of the event Mut (�; �) = dit (�) \ dit (�) is equal to
the product of the probabilities h (�) and h (�) of the events dit (�) and dit (�). By the assumption
of independence, we have jB\Cj

jU j = pB\C = pBpC =
jBjjCj
jU j2 so that jB \ Cj = jBj jCj = jU j. By the

previous structure theorem for the mutual information set: Mut (�; �) =
S

B2�;C2�
(B � (B \ C)) �

(C � (B \ C)), where the union is disjoint so that:
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m(�; �) = jMut(�;�)j
jU j2 = 1

jU j2
X

B2�;C2�
(jBj � jB \ Cj) (jCj � jB \ Cj) =

1
jU j2

X
B2�;C2�

�
jBj � jBjjCj

jU j

��
jCj � jBjjCj

jU j

�
=

X
B2�;C2�

jBj
jU j

�
1� jCj

jU j

�
jCj
jU j

�
1� jBj

jU j

�
=

X
B2�;C2�

pB (1� pB) pC (1� pC) =X
B2�

pB (1� pB)
X
C2�

pC (1� pC) = h (�)h (�).

Hence under independence, the normalized dit count m(�; �) = jMut (�; �)j = jU j2 of the mutual
information set Mut (�; �) = dit (�)\ dit (�) is equal to product of the normalized dit counts of the
partitions:

jMut(�;�)j
jU�U j = m(�; �) = h (�)h (�) = jdit(�)j

jU j
jdit(�)j
jU j if � and � are independent.

This comparison of independence for the two entropy notions may misleadingly suggests that
Shannon�s entropy and logical entropy might be related as �additive�is related to �multiplicative.�
But many of the other corresponding formulas for the two entropy notions have the same form, e.g.,
are both additive. And we saw that there is already a multiplicative version Hm (�) of Shannon�s
entropy measure.

3.4 Some Concepts for Shannon and Logical Entropies

3.4.1 Conditional Entropy and Mutual Information

For each block B in a partition �, the Shannon block value H (B) = log2(
1
pB
) counts the number

of independent equal-blocked binary partitions that need to be intersected to create the dits in the
hypothetical equal-blocked partition with 1

pB
blocks (as it were) while the multiplicative block value

Hm(B) =
1
pB
just counts the number of blocks in that equal-blocked partition with those same dits.

The logical entropy block value h (B) = 1�pB underlies both concepts since it is simply the number
of dits itself (normalized) in that equal-blocked partition with 1

pB
= jU j

jBj blocks, i.e., the number of

dits jU jjBj � (jBj jU �Bj) normalizes to
1

jU j2 �
jU j
jBj � (jBj jU �Bj) =

jU�Bj
jU j = 1� jBj

jU j = 1�pB = h (B).
Hence for each of the major concepts in the information theory based on the usual Shannon measure,
there should be a corresponding concept based on the normalized dit counts of logical entropy. In
the following sections, we give some of these analogous concepts and analogous results.

The de�nition of conditional entropy in conventional information theory is based on subset
reasoning which is then averaged over a partition. Given a subset C which is a block in a partition �,
a partition � = fBgB2� induces a partition of C with the blocks fB \ CgB2�. Then

�
pBjC

	
B2� with

pBjC =
pB\C
pC

is the probability distribution associated with that partition so it has an entropy which

we denote: H (�jC) =
P

B2� pBjC log
�

1
pBjC

�
=
P

B
pB\C
pC

log
�

pC
pB\C

�
. The (Shannon) conditional

entropy is then obtained by averaging over the blocks of �:

H (�j�) =
P

C2� pCH (�jC) =
P

C2� pC
P

B
pB\C
pC

log
�

pC
pB\C

�
=
P

B;C pB\C log
�

pC
pB\C

�
=
P

C [pC log (pC)�
P

B pB\C log (pB\C)] = H (� ^ �)�H (�).

Since H (� ^ �) = H (�j�)+H (�), the conditional entropy H (�j�) is thought of as the information
contained in � that is not already in �, i.e., the information that � adds onto the information in �.
If one considered an analogy with a Venn diagram with two circles H (�) and H (�), then H (� ^ �)
would correspond to the union of the two circles and H (�j�) would correspond to the union after
H (�) was subtracted out, i.e., H (� ^ �)�H (�).
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The Venn diagram analogy raises the concept of the intersection of the two circles as a concept
of �mutual information� in (conventional) information theory. We might apply the Venn diagram
heuristics using a block B 2 � and a block C 2 �. We saw before that the information contained in a
block B was H (B) = log

�
1
pB

�
and similarly for C while H (B \ C) = log

�
1

pB\C

�
would correspond

to the union of the information in B and in C. Hence the overlap or �mutual information�in B and
C could be obtained as the sum of the two informations minus the union:

I (B;C) = log
�
1
pB

�
+ log

�
1
pC

�
� log

�
1

pB\C

�
= log

�
1

pBpC

�
+ log (pB\C) = log

�
pB\C
pBpC

�
.

Then the (Shannon) mutual information in the two partitions is obtained by averaging over the
mutual information for each pair of blocks from the two partitions:

I (�;�) =
P

B;C pB\C log
�
pB\C
pBpC

�
.

The mutual information can be expanded to verify the Venn diagram heuristics:

I (�;�) =
P

B;C pB\C log
�
pB\C
pBpC

�
=P

B;C pB\C log (pB\C) +
P

B;C pB\C log
�
1
pB

�
+
P

B;C pB\C log
�
1
pC

�
= �H (� ^ �) +

P
B pB log

�
1
pB

�
+
P

C pC log
�
1
pC

�
= H (�) +H (�)�H (� ^ �).

In the logical theory, the de�nitions of these concepts of mutual information and conditional
entropy are simple and direct. Since the information in a partition � is given in its dit set dit (�), the
information common to two partitions is the set of dits common to the two dit sets which normalizes
to:

mutual logical information: m (�; �) = jdit(�)\dit(�)j
jU j2 .

Since the conditional entropy of a partition � given � is the extra information in � not present
in �, it is given by the di¤erence between their dit sets which normalizes to:

conditional logical entropy : h (�j�) = jdit(�)�dit(�)j
jU j2 .

Since these notions are de�ned as the normalized size of subsets of the set of ordered pairs U2, the
Venn diagrams and inclusion-exclusion principle are not just analogies. For instance jdit (�) \ dit (�)j =
jdit (�)j+ jdit (�)j � jdit (�) [ dit (�)j so normalizing yields a version of the �modular law�:

m (�; �) = jdit(�)\dit(�)j
jU j2 = jdit(�)j

jU j2 + jdit(�)j
jU j2 � jdit(�)[dit(�)j

jU j2 = h (�) + h (�)� h (� ^ �).

In a similar manner, jdit (�)� dit (�)j = jdit (�)j � jdit (�) \ dit (�)j = jdit (�) [ dit (�)j � jdit (�)j
so normalizing yields:

h (�j�) = h (�)�m (�; �) = h (� ^ �)� h (�).

Since the formulas in the two cases often have similar relationships, e.g., H (�j�) = H (� ^ �)�
H (�) and h (�j�) = h (� ^ �) � h (�), it is useful to also emphasize some crucial di¤erences. One
of the most important special cases is the behavior of the two types of entropy for two partitions
that are (stochastically) independent. Recall that partitions � = fBgB2� and � = fCgC2� are
(stochastically) independent if for any B 2 � and C 2 �, pB\C = pBpC . For independent partitions,
it is immediate that I (�;�) =

P
B;C pB\C log

�
pB\C
pBpC

�
= 0 but we have already seen that for the

logical mutual information, m (�; �) > 0 so long as neither partition is the blob b1. However for
independent partitions we have;
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m (�; �) = h (�)h (�)

so the logical mutual information behaves like the probability of both events occurring in the case
of independence. Indeed, the relation m (�; �) = h (�)h (�) means that the probability that a ran-
domly chosen pair (always with replacement) is distinguished by both partitions is the same as the
probability that it is distinguished by one partition times the probability that it is distinguished by
the other partition.

For Shannon�s conditional entropy, independence implies thatH (�j�) = H (�)�I (�;�) = H (�)
so in this case, it is Shannon�s concept that behaves like the corresponding probability concept of
conditional probability. For the logical conditional entropy, independence implies that h (�j�) =
h (�)�m (�; �) = h (�)�h (�)h (�) = h (�) [1� h (�)]. This means that if � and � are independent,
then the probability that a randomly chosen pair is distinguished by � but not by � is the probability
that it was distinguished by � times the probability that it was not distinguished by �.

Independence has an even simpler probabilistic interpretation. In general,

[1� h (�)] [1� h (�)] = 1� h (�)� h (�) + h (�)h (�) = [1� h (� ^ �)] + [h (�)h (�)�m(�; �]

which could also be rewritten as:

E [I�^�]� E [I�]E [I�] = [1� h (� ^ �)]� [1� h (�)] [1� h (�)] = m(�; �)� h (�)h (�)

so that:

if � and � are independent: [1� h (�)] [1� h (�)] = [1� h (� ^ �)].

Thus if � and � are independent, then the probability that a randomly drawn pair is identi�ed by
� and by � is equal to the probability that the pair is identi�ed by � ^ �.

3.4.2 Product Entropies and Co-Information

The (logical) product entropy (on U) is de�ned as:

hU (� � �) = E [1� I�I�] = 1�
P

B;C pB\CpBpC .

This de�nition and the name can be directly motivated. For the partition � = fBgB2� as a set of
blocks, let f� : U ! � be the corresponding epimorphism where f�(u) = B {note �B�is here a point
in the set �} if u 2 B. Then from two partitions � and �, the two epimorphisms f� and f� induce
an epimorphism f� � f� = f��� : U �U ! �� � which gives the product partition �� � on U �U
whose blocks are fB � CgB;C . Note that U � U is here used as the underlying set of a partition in
addition to being the set of ordered pairs used to analyze partitions on U� two interpretations of
U � U that we will exploit. The probability that a random element drawn from the underlying set
U�U is in the block B�C is pBpC so we have the partition indicator function: I��� : U�U ! [0; 1]
where I��� (u; u0) = pBpC if u 2 B and u0 2 C. This is also the probability that the �rst element
drawn is from B and that the second element drawn independently (i.e., with replacement) is in C,
which is not necessarily the same as the probability that a random pair drawn with replacement has
both elements in B\C (unless the partitions are independent). Indeed, pBpC would be positive even
when B \C = ? so that pB\C = 0. If I��� is preceded by the diagonal map �U : U ! U �U , then
we have the product I�I� of partition indicators, i.e., I�I� = I���� : U

�! U � U I����! [0; 1]. This
motivates designating E [1� I�I�] as the logical product entropy hU (�� �) on U . We have written
the product entropy with a subscript as hU (� � �) to distinguish it from the related but di¤erent
ordinary logical entropy of the product partition � � � on the set U � U , i.e., from

h (� � �) =
P

B;C pBpC (1� pBpC) = 1�
P

B;C (pBpC)
2
= 1� E [I���] = 1� E [I�]E [I�] =

1� [1� h (�)] [1� h (�)].
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Multiplying out [1� h (�)] [1� h (�)] yields another modular law: h (� � �) = h (�) + h (�) �
h (�)h (�). Since 1 � h (� � �) = [1� h (�)] [1� h (�)] (i.e., E [I���] = E [I�]E [I�]), there is a
simple probabilistic interpretation that entwines a pair of ordered pairs on U and a pair of elements
of U�U which is also a pair of ordered pairs. This is a �four draw�interpretation where we consider
four independent random draws from U or, equivalently, two independent random draws of elements
drawn from U � U , say, (u1; u2) and (u3; u4). Then the probability that the pair is identi�ed by
�� �, i.e., 1� h (� � �), is equal to the probability that the �rst pair (u1; u2) is identi�ed by � and
the independent second pair (u3; u4) is identi�ed by �, i.e., [1� h (�)] [1� h (�)].

The product entropy hU (� � �) on U has a �three-draw�interpretation using three independent
drawings from U . The �rst element is in some unique set B \C for B 2 � and C 2 � so we consider
the event that the second draw is in B and the third draw is in C. The probability of that the second
draw is in the B and the third draw is in the C with both B and C determined by the �rst draw is:
E [I�I�] =

P
B;C pB\CpBpC . Hence hU (� � �) = E [1� I�I�] = 1�E [I�I�] is the probability that

either the second draw does not fall in the B or the third draw does not fall in the C, where the B
and C are determined by the �rst draw. This might be compared to the probabilistic interpretation
of the meet entropy h (� ^ �) which is that in two independent draws, the second draw does not fall
in the same B \ C as the �rst draw.

The dit set of the �meet�� ^ � is the union of the dit sets of the partitions, i.e., dit (� ^ �) =
dit (�)[ dit (�), and the modular law for dit sets: dit (�)[ dit (�) = dit (�) + dit (�)� dit (�)\ dit�
normalizes to: h (� ^ �) = h (�) + h (�) � m (�; �).16 The meet entropy and the two entropies
hU (� � �) and h (� � �) are all closely related to the union of information in the two partitions. If
the two partitions are independent, then the following three union-related entropies are equal:

h(� ^ �) =
P

B;C pB\C(1� pB\C) = 1� E [I�^�] (entropy of meet)
hU (� � �) =

P
B;C pB\C(1� pBpC) = 1� E [I�I�] (product entropy on U),

h (� � �) =
P

B;C pBpC (1� pBpC) = 1� E [I�]E [I�] (entropy of product on U � U).

Three Union-Related Entropies

The relationship of the three union-related entropies to each other is given by the inequality:

0 � 2hU (� � �)� h(� ^ �)� h (� � �) with equality under independence.

which can be derived by a simple sum-of-squares calculation.

16Recall the earlier complaint that the usual order in the lattice of partitions should be written the other way
around, i.e., according to the inclusion of dit sets rather than indit sets. Then the �meet�of partitions would become
their join in accordance with the union of dit sets.
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0 �
P

B;C (pB\C � pBpC)
2
=
P

B;C p
2
B\C � 2

P
B;C pB\CpBpC +

P
B;C (pBpC)

2

= [1� h (� ^ �)]� 2 [1� hU (� � �)] + [1� h (� � �)] = 2hU (� � �)� h(� ^ �)� h (� � �).

This inequality written in the form h(�^�) � 2hU (� � �)�h (� � �) might be taken as the logical
entropy counterpart to the Shannon entropy inequality H (� ^ �) � H (�) + H (�) or, multiplica-
tively, Hm(� ^ �) � Hm (�)Hm (�) both of which have equality under independence of the two
partitions.

The union-related product entropy hU (� � �) suggests another �intersection-related� concept
that would be related to the mutual information m(�; �) (normalized intersection of dit sets) as the
product entropy hU (� � �) if related to the entropy h (� ^ �) of the meet. Instead of considering
the probability E [I�I�] that the second and third draws are respectively in the B and C determined
by the �rst draw, consider the probability E [(1� I�) (1� I�)] that the second draw was not in B
and that the third draw was not in C where the B and C were determined by the �rst draw being
in B \ C. This quantity might be called the logical co-information and denoted:

c (�; �) = E [(1� I�) (1� I�)] = E [1� I� � I� + I�I�] = E [(1� I�) + (1� I�)� (1� I�I�)]
= E [1� I�] + E [1� I�]� E [1� I�I�] = h (�) + h (�)� hU (� � �) :

Thus we have the �modular law�: c (�; �) = h (�) + h (�) � hU (� � �) holding where c (�; �) is
analogous to m (�; �) and hU (� � �) is analogous to h (� ^ �) in the previous �modular law�:
m (�; �) = h (�) + h (�) � h (� ^ �) which was based on the normalized sizes of the dit sets. If
� and � are independent, then the two modular laws become the same since hU (� � �) = h (� ^ �)
and thus c (�; �) = m (�; �) = h (�)h (�).

In summary, there are three union-related quantities that are all equal under independence:

h (� ^ �) = 1� E [I�^�]
hU (� � �) = 1� E [I�I�]
h (� � �) = 1� E [I�]E [I�].

There are three intersection-related quantities that are all equal under independence:

m (�; �) = E [1� I� � I� + I�^�]
c (�; �) = E [(1� I�) (1� I�)]

h (�)h (�) = E [1� I�]E [1� I�].

And there are the corresponding three modular laws;

h (� ^ �) = h (�) + h (�)�m (�; �)
hU (� � �) = h (�) + h (�)� c (�; �)
h (� � �) = h (�) + h (�)� h (�)h (�).

Thus, in general (i.e., not just under independence), we have the equations:

h (�) + h (�) = h (� ^ �) +m (�; �) = hU (� � �) + c (�; �) = h (� � �) + h (�)h (�).

The union-related entropies are additionally related by the inequality:

0 � 2hU (� � �)� h(� ^ �)� h (� � �) with equality under independence

which implies the following inequality between the intersection-related entropies:

0 � m (�; �) + h (�)h (�)� 2c (�; �) with equality under independence.
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Shannon�s mutual information I (�;�) =
P

B;C pB\C log
�
pB\C
pBpC

�
satis�es the inequality: 0 �

I (�;�) with equality under independence. One of the principal design features of Shannon�s measure
was that it gave the two inequalities: 0 � I (�;�) and H (� ^ �) � H (�)+H (�) with equality under
independence. These entropies also satisfy the Venn diagram heuristics: I (�;�) = H (�) +H (�)�
H (� ^ �). We noted previously that when information is measured by the normalized counts of
distinctions, then the mutual information m (�; �) in the basic sense of the distinctions common
to the two partitions is always strictly positive for non-blob partitions. The Venn diagram for dit
sets gives us the corresponding modular law: m (�; �) = h (�) + h (�)� h (� ^ �), and thus we also
have the inequalities: 0 � m (�; �) and h (� ^ �) � h (�) + h (�). These inequalities are strict for
non-blob partitions but they are not equations when the partitions are independent. Hence the
question arises of what are the inequalities in the logical case that would be analogous to the two
Shannon inequalities above which are equations under independence. The analogue to 0 � I (�;�)
comes from the other intersection-related concepts in addition tom (�; �), namely the inequality: 0 �
m (�; �)+h (�)h (�)�2c (�; �) with equality under independence. And the analogue to the inequality
H (� ^ �) � H (�) + H (�) comes from the other union-related concepts in addition to h (� ^ �),
namely the inequality: h(� ^ �) � 2hU (� � �)� h (� � �) with equality under independence.

3.4.3 Cross Entropy and Divergence

Given a subset S � U for �nite U , probability theory started with the �natural� or Laplacian
de�nition of the probability of the event S as its normalized size pS =

jSj
jU j , and then the theory

was generalized to deal with other probability distributions on the subsets of a �nite sample space.
Given a set partition � = fBgB2� on a set U , we have used the �natural�or Laplacian probability
distribution pB =

jBj
jU j determined by the partition. The set partition � also determines the set of

distinctions dit (�) � U � U and the logical entropy of the partition is the Laplacian probability
of the dit set as an event, i.e., h (�) = jdit(�j

jU�U j =
P

B pB (1� pB). But we may also �kick away the
ladder�and generalize all the de�nitions to any �nite probability distributions p = fp1; :::; png. A
probability distribution p might be given by �nite-valued random variables X on a sample space
U where pi = Prob(X = xi) for the �nite set of distinct values xi for i = 1; :::; n. Thus the logical
entropy of the random variable X is: h (X) =

Pn
i=1 pi (1� pi) = 1 �

P
i p
2
i . The entropy is only a

function of the probability distribution of the random variable, not its values, so we could also take
it simply as a function of the probability distribution p, h (p) = 1�

P
i p
2
i . Taking the sample space

as f1; :::; ng, the logical entropy is still interpreted as the probability that two independent samples
draw distinct points from f1; :::; ng. The further generalizations replacing probabilities by probability
density functions and sums by integrals are clear but beyond the scope of this introduction.

Once we cut the probability distribution de�ned on the blocks of a partition loose from the
Laplacian de�nition, we can consider multiple distributions at the same time. For instance, on the
partition � ^ � = fB \ CgB2�;C2�, we have one distribution de�ned on the blocks which is the
Laplacian distribution pB\C =

jB\Cj
jU j but we also have the distribution which assigns pBpC to the

block B \ C. Then we can consider draws that select blocks according to a probability distribution
on the blocks (which is only the same as selecting the block according to a randomly selected point
in U for the Laplacian distribution). Then the probability of selecting distinct blocks when the �rst
block is selected according to the distribution fpB\Cg and the second block is selected according to
fpBpCg is:

P
B;C pB\C(1 � pBpC) = hU (� � �), the product entropy on U (this is di¤erent from

the three-draw interpretation of the product entropy previously given). This example motivates the
following de�nition of �cross entropy.�

Given two probability distributions p = fp1; :::; png and q = fq1; :::; qng on the same sample
space f1; :::; ng, their cross entropy is de�ned as:

h (pkq) =
P

i pi(1� qi) = 1�
P

i piqi =
P

i qi(1� pi) = h (qkp)
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which is symmetric. Picking one point from f1; :::; ng according to p and another point according to
q, the cross entropy h (pkq) is the probability that the points are distinct.

The notion of cross entropy in Shannon�s information theory is:H (pkq) =
P

i pi log
�
1
qi

�
which is

not symmetrical due to the asymmetric role of the logarithm. Then the Kullback-Leibler divergence

D (pkq) =
P

i pi log
�
pi
qi

�
is de�ned as a measure of the distance or divergence between the two

distributions where D (pkq) = H (pkq) � H (p). The �information inequality� is that: D (pkq) � 0
with equality if and only if pi = qi for i = 1; :::; n [4, p. 26]. But starting afresh, one might ask:
�What is the natural measure of the di¤erence between two probability distributions p = fp1; :::; png
and q = fq1; :::; qng that would always be non-negative and zero if and only they are equal?�The
answer is clearly the sum of di¤erences squared� which we take as the de�nition of the logical
divergence (or relative entropy): d (pkq) =

P
i (pi � qi)

2, which is obviously also symmetric.17 We
have component-wise:

0 � (pi � qi)2 = p2i � 2piqi + q2i = 2
�
1
n � piqi

�
�
�
1
n � p

2
i

�
�
�
1
n � q

2
i

�
so that taking the sum for i = 1; :::; n gives:

0 �
P

i (pi � qi)
2
=
P

i p
2
i � 2

P
i piqi +

P
i q
2
i = 2 [1�

P
i piqi]�

�
1�

P
i p
2
i

�
�
�
1�

P
i q
2
i

�
=

2h (pkq)� h (p)� h (q).

Thus the logical version of the information inequality becomes:

0 � d (pkq) = 2h (pkq)� h (p)� h (q) with equality if and only if pi = qi for i = 1; :::; n.

The p-weighted di¤erences with q are
P

i pi (pi � qi) and added to the logical entropy of p give the
cross entropy so we have:

h (pkq) = h (p) +
P

i pi (pi � qi) = h (q) +
P

i qi (qi � pi)

This allows us to rewrite the divergence in several ways including as the sum of the two average
di¤erences:

0 � d (pkq) = 2h (pkq)� h (p)� h (q) = h (pkq) +
P

i pi (pi � qi)� h (q)
= h (pkq) +

P
i qi (qi � pi)� h (p) =

P
i pi (pi � qi) +

P
i qi (qi � pi)

Taking the two distributions as fpB\CgB;C and fpBpCgB;C de�ned on the point set of all the
pairs f(B;C) : B 2 �;C 2 �g, then we have:

h (fpB\Cg k fpBpCg) = hU (� � �),
h (fpB\Cg) = h (� ^ �),
h (fpBpCg) = h (� � �),

so that the inequality 0 � d (pkq) = 2h (pkq)� h (p)� h (q) then becomes the previously derived:

0 � d (fpB\Cg k fpBpCg) = 2hU (� � �)� h(� ^ �)� h (� � �) with equality under independence.

Another important special case of the information inequality is when p = fp1; :::; png is the
uniform distribution with all pi = 1

n . Then h (p) = 1 � 1
n where the probability that a random

pair is distinguished (i.e., the random variable X with Prob(X = xi) = pi has di¤erent values in
two independent samples) takes the speci�c form of the probability 1 � 1

n that the second draw
gets a di¤erent value than the �rst. It may at �rst seem counterintuitive that the cross entropy is

17 In other words, the most natural measure of the �distance� between two �nite probabilities on a sample space
with n points is just the distance between them as n-vectors (or in this case, the square of the distance).
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h(pkq) = 1 � 1
n = h (p) for any q = fq1; :::; qng. But h (pkq) is the probability that the two points,

say i and i0, in the sample space f1; :::; ng are distinct when one draw was according to p and the
other according to q. Taking the �rst draw according to q, the probability that the second draw is
distinct from whatever point was determined in the �rst draw is indeed 1� 1

n . Then the divergence
d (pkq) = 2h (pkq) � h (p) � h (q) =

�
1� 1

n

�
� h (q) is a non-negative measure of how much the

probability distribution q diverges from the uniform distribution (with the divergence being zero
when q is the uniform distribution). It is simply the di¤erence in the probability that a random
pair will be distinguished by the uniform distribution and by q. Also this shows that among all
probability distributions on f1; :::; ng, the uniform distribution has the maximum logical entropy.

3.4.4 Some Inequalities in Logical Information Theory

Since the partition indicator functions take values in the unit interval [0; 1], all the complements
such as 1 � I� and all the products such as I�I� also take values in the unit interval, and thus
so do their expectations. The random variable 1 � I� � I� + I�^� has the value at u 2 U of
1 � pB � pC + pB\C = 1 � pB[C where u 2 B \ C so it also takes values in the unit interval
and thus so does its expectation E [1� I� � I� + I�^�] = m(�; �). This was also indicated by the
probabilistic interpretations given to all the various logical entropies and logical informations. The

largest logical entropy is for the discrete partition h
�b0� = 1� 1

jU j (the probability that the second

draw is di¤erent from the �rst) so for all the logical entropies of partitions, we have: 0 � h (�) < 1
with equality if and only if � = b1, the blob. For the mutual information and co-information of two
partitions, we also have: 0 � m (�; �) < 1 and 0 � c (�; �) < 1 with equality in each case if and only
if one (or both) of the partitions is the blob. For the logical product entropy: 0 � hU (� � �) < 1
with equality if and only if both partitions are the blob.

For any partition � with the n probabilities fp1; :::; png, we saw previously that:

h (�) � 1� 1
n with equality if and only if p1 = ::: = pn =

1
n .

For the corresponding results in the Shannon�s information theory, we might also apply the arithmetic-
geometric mean inequality. For any list of n non-negative real numbers x1; :::; xn we have:

n
p
x1:::xn � 1

n

P
xi where they are equal if and only if x1 = ::: = xn.

The multiplicative entropy is a geometric mean:

Hm (�) =
Y
B2�

�
1

pB

�1=jU j
:::

�
1

pB

�1=jU j
| {z }

jBj

= jUj
pQ

u2U Hm(u)

where Hm(u) = 1=pB if u 2 B. Then the inequality is:

Hm (�) = jUj
pQ

u2U Hm(u) � 1
jU j
P

uHm(u) =
1
jU j
P

B2�
jBj
pB
=
P

B2�
pB
pB
= j�j, or

Hm (�) � j�j with equality if and only if all the probabilities are equal, i.e., p1 = ::: = pn = 1
j�j .

Taking logs we have:

H (�) � log (j�j) with equality if and only if all the probabilities are equal

so both the Shannon and logical entropies take their maximum values (for �xed number of blocks
j�j) at the partition with equiprobable values.

In information theory texts, it is customary to graph the case of n = 2 where the entropy
is graphed as a function of p1 = p with p2 = 1 � p. The Shannon entropy function H (p) =
�p log (p)� (1� p) log (1� p) looks somewhat like an inverted parabola with its maximum value of
log(n) = log (2) = 1 at p = :5. The logical entropy function h (p) = 1 � p2 � (1� p)2 = 2p � 2p2 =
2p (1� p) is an inverted parabola with its maximum value of 1� 1

n = 1�
1
2 = :5 at p = :5.
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Given two n-tuples of reals, (a1; :::; an) and (b1; :::; bn), then the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality is
that: �

nP
i=1

aibi

�2
�
�P

i

a2i

��P
i

b2i

�
with equality if and only if a1b1 = ::: =

an
bn
. For partitions � and �, take the ai�s as fpB\CgB2�;C2�

and the bi�s as fpBpCgB2�;C2� so that the C-S inequality yields:

[1� hU (� � �)]2 = E [I�I�]2 =
�P

B;C pB\CpBpC

�2
�
�P

B;C p
2
B\C

��P
B;C p

2
Bp

2
C

�
=
�P

B;C p
2
B\C

� �P
B p

2
B

� �P
C p

2
C

�
= E [I�^�]E [I�]E [I�]

= [1� h (� ^ �)] [1� h (�)] [1� h (�)]
[1� h (� ^ �)] [1� h (� � �)].

In short,

[1� hU (� � �)]2 � [1� h (� ^ �)] [1� h (� � �)]

with equality if and only if pB\CpBpC
= k for some constant k and all B 2 � and C 2 �. If the equality

holds, then
P

B;C pB\C = 1 = k
P

B;C pBpC = k, so the equality holds if and only if � and � are
independent.

3.5 Summary of Analogous Concepts and Results
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Shannon Entropy Logical Entropy
Block Entropy H (B) = log (1=pB) h (B) = 1� pB
Relationship H (B) = log

�
1

1�h(B)

�
h (B) = 1� 1

2H(B)

Entropy H(�) =
P
pB log (1=pB) h (�) =

P
pB (1� pB)

Mutual Information I(�;�) = H (�) +H (�)�H (� ^ �) m (�; �) = h (�) + h (�)� h (� ^ �)
Independence I (�;�) = 0 m (�; �) = h (�)h (�)
Independence & Meets H (� ^ �) = H (�) +H (�) [1� h (� ^ �)] = [1� h (�)] [1� h (�)]
Conditional Entropy H (�j�) = H (� ^ �)�H (�) h (�j�) = h (� ^ �)� h (�)
Cross Entropy H (pkq) =

P
pi log (1=qi) h (pkq) =

P
pi (1� qi)

Divergence D (pkq) = H (pkq)�H (p) d (pkq) = 2h (pkq)� h (p)� h (q)
Information Ineq. D (pkq) � 0 with = i¤ pi = qi8i d (pkq) � 0 with = i¤ pi = qi8i
Product Entropy H (fpB\Cg k fpBpCg) h (fpB\Cg k fpBpCg) = hU (� � �)
Entropy of Product H (fpBpCg) =

P
pBpC log

�
1

pBpC

�
h (� � �) =

P
pBpC (1� pBpC)

Info. Ineq. for Prod. I (�;�) = D (fpB\Cg k fpBpCg) � 0 d (fpB\Cg k fpBpCg) � 0
with equality under independence with equality under independence.

3.6 The Noiseless Coding Theorem in Logical Information Theory

To build a bridge from logical information theory into coding theory, we develop and prove the logical
information theory version of Shannon�s Noiseless Coding Theorem [1, p. 73]. We started with the
dual creation myth to visualize partitions as being created by adding distinctions to the blob. Given
any rooted tree starting with the blob and ending with leaves corresponding to the elements of U , a
partition on U would be determined by a maximal antichain of nodes in the tree, i.e., a set of nodes
so that every leaf was the descendent of one and only one node. A node is then replaced by the set
of its descendents in the �set of blocks�notion of a partition. Then we worked, for the most part,
with the Laplacian probability assignment of relative block size.

Now we consider the reverse problem of starting with a �nite probability distribution P =
fp1; :::; png and then developing rooted binary trees starting at the blob (�code trees� in coding
theory) so that the probabilities in the given distribution and its powers are approximated arbitrarily
well by the relative block sizes. For each pi, let li be the least integer such that 1

2li
� pi. If 1

2li
� pi

2 ,
then 1

2li�1
� pi contrary to li being the least such integer so we have: pi2 <

1
2li
� pi. Summing the

inequality on the right, we have
P

i 2
�li � 1. Let l� = max fli : i = 1; :::; ng. The complete binary

tree (every node branches) with all the leaves at level l� will have 2l
�
leaves which we could think

of as the elements of a universe set U . A node at level li would have 2l
��li leaves as descendents so

taking that set of leaves as a block in a partition, the relative block size is 2l
��li

2l�
= 2�li . Thus the

determination of the least li such that 1
2li
� pi is the beginning of approximating the probability

distribution fp1; :::; png from below with the blocks of a partition generated from the blob by a
binary tree.

How do we know that nodes with the probabilities 2�li can always be selected to form an
antichain (i.e., no two nodes related to each other by the partial ordering of the tree)? In coding
theory, the Kraft Inequality (see [1, p. 57] or any other text for a proof) implies that the nodes with
probabilities 2�li can be selected to form an antichain in a binary tree if and only if

P
i 2
�li � 1

(where nodes forming an antichain correspond to a pre�x or instantaneous code assigned to the
nodes). Since the Kraft condition

P
i 2
�li � 1 is satis�ed, we know that there is an antichain of n

nodes in the complete binary tree with l� levels and 2l
�
leaves so that the relative block sizes of the

descendent leaves of those n nodes are 2�li for i = 1; :::; n. But there is no reason for it to be a
maximal antichain in general, i.e.,

P
i 2
�li � 1 might be a strict inequality.

Multiplying pi
2 < 2�li � pi through by pi and summing yields: 12

P
i p
2
i <

P
i pi2

�li �
P

i p
2
i .

When drawing random pairs from the universe set U , the sum
P

B p
2
B over the blocks fBgB2� of
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a partition � was the identi�cation probability, i.e., the probability that the random pair would be
identi�ed by the partition. The sum

P
i p
2
i is the probability that a random pair picked from the

set of outcomes f1; :::; ng will be the same outcome, and
P

i pi2
�li is the probability that when a

pair is drawn, the �rst draw according to the probabilities P and the second draw according to
the probabilities 2l =

�
2�l1 ; :::; 2�ln ; 1�

Pn
i=1 2

�li
	
, will be the same outcome (the extra outcome

added to soak up any surplus probability 1 �
P
2�li has zero probability under P so it can be

ignored). The complements of those identi�cation probabilities are the distinction probabilities or
entropies: 1�

P
i p
2
i = h (P ) and 1�

P
i pi2

�li = h
�
Pk2l

�
. Hence the inequality can be written as:

[1� h (P )] =2 <
�
1� h

�
Pk2l

��
� [1� h (P )].

The approximating partition can be continually improved by approximating higher and higher
powers of P . The qth power P q is the probability distribution obtained by considering sequences of
q independent drawings from f1; :::; ng with the probabilities P . Thus the probability of a partic-
ular sequence i1; :::; iq is the product of the probabilities pi1 :::piq . Since identi�cation probabilities
multiply for intersections of independent partitions, [1� h (P q)] = [1� h (P )]q. Each power of P is
approximated anew by a complete binary tree as above with the relative block size probabilities for
the approximation to P q denoted by 2lq. Then applying the above inequality, we have:

[1� h (P )]q =2 = [1� h (P q)] =2 <
�
1� h

�
P qk2lq

��
� [1� h (P q)] = [1� h (P )]q

so taking qth roots, we have:

[1�h(P )]
21=q

<
�
1� h

�
P qk2lq

��1=q � [1� h (P )].
Since 21=q ! 1 as q !1, we have:

limq!1
�
1� h

�
P qk2lq

��1=q
= 1� h (P ).

The purpose of this section is to show how the setting for Shannon�s Noiseless Coding Theorem
can be interpreted as a problem about constructing a partition starting at the blob to approximate
a given probability distribution. Then the question was treated using the notions of logical entropy
rather than the additive Shannon entropy. For comparison purposes, we will now give the Shannon
version of the theorem using the same data. We can start with the inequality pi

2 <
1
2li
� pi. Taking

logs yields log (pi) � log (2) < �li � log (pi) and then taking negatives gives: log
�
1
pi

�
� li <

log
�
1
pi

�
+ 1. Then multiplying through by pi and summing yields:

H (P ) =
P

i pi log
�
1
pi

�
�
P

i pili <
P

i pi log
�
1
pi

�
+ 1 +H (P ) + 1

where L =
P

i pili is the average code word length. The level numbers li in the binary tree are now
seen as the length of the code word assigned to a node in the code tree (e.g., the code words 0 and
1 are assigned to the two level 1 nodes, 00; 01; 10; 11 to the four level two nodes and so forth). The
Shannon entropy is additive over independent probability distributions so H (P q) = qH (P ) and
thus applying the inequality and taking Lq as the average word length in the (Shannon) code for
P q, we have: qH (P ) � Lq < qH (P ) + 1 so that dividing through by q yields:

H (P ) � Lq
q < H (P ) +

1
q .

Then taking the limit as q !1 yields:

limq!1
Lq
q = H (P ).
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For comparison purposes, it might also be useful to give the theorem for the Shannon multiplica-
tive entropy. Starting again with the inequality pi

2 <
1
2li
� pi we take reciprocals to get 1

pi
� 2li < 2

pi
and then raise everything to the power pi and take the product of corresponding terms to yield:

Hm (P ) =
Q
i

�
1
pi

�pi
�
Q
i 2
pili = 2

P
pili = 2L < Hm (P )

Q
i 2
pi = Hm (P ) 2.

The multiplicative Shannon entropy is multiplicative for independent probability distributions so
Hm (P

q) = Hm (P )
q. Thus applying the inequality to P q yields: Hm (P )

q � 2Lq < Hm (P )
q
2 so

taking qth roots yields:

Hm (P ) �
�
2Lq
�1=q

< Hm (P ) 2
1=q.

Since 21=q ! 1 as q !1 we have:

limq!1
�
2Lq
�1=q

= Hm (P ).

The three versions of the theorem have essentially the �same�mathematical content; it is a
question of which entropy concept is appropriate to the context and interpretation.

4 Concluding Remarks

In the duality of subsets of a set to partitions on a set, we found that the elements of a subset were
dual to the distinctions (dits) of a partition. Just as the �nite probability theory for events started
by taking the size of a subset (�event�) S normalized to the size of the �nite universe U as the
probability Prob (S) = jSj

jU j , so it would be natural to consider the corresponding theory that would
associate with a partition � on a �nite U , the size jdit (�)j of the set of distinctions of the partition
normalized by the total number of ordered pairs jU � U j. This number h (�) = jdit(�)j

jU�U j was called
the logical entropy of � and could be interpreted as the probability that a randomly picked pair of
elements from U (with replacement) is distinguished by the partition � just as jSj

jU j is the probability
that a randomly picked element from U is an element of the subset S. Hence this notion of logical
entropy arises naturally out of the logic of partitions (a predicate modelled by a partition applies to
a dit if the partition makes that distinction) that is dual to the usual logic of subsets (a predicate
modelled by a subset applies to an element if the subset contains the element).

The question immediately arises of the relationship with Shannon�s concept of entropy. Following
Shannon�s de�nition of entropy, there has been a veritable plethora of suggested alternative entropy
concepts [8]. Logical entropy is not an alternative entropy concept intended to displace Shannon�s
concept any more than is the multiplicative entropy concept. Instead, I have argued that the logical,
multiplicative, and additive concepts of entropy should be seen as three ways to measure that
same �information�expressed in its most atomic terms as distinctions. The multiplicative entropy,
although it can be independently de�ned, is trivially related to Shannon�s (additive) concept� just
take antilogs. The relationship of the logical concept of entropy to the Shannon concept is a little
more subtle but is quite simple at the level of blocks B 2 �: h (B) = 1 � pB , Hm (B) = 1

pB
, and

H (B) = log
�
1
pB

�
so that eliminating the probability, we have:

h (B) = 1� 1
Hm(B)

= 1� 1
2H(B) .

Then the logical and additive entropies for the whole partition are obtained by taking the (additive)
expectation of the block entropies while the multiplicative entropy is the multiplicative average of
the block entropies:
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h (�) =
P

B pB (1� pb), H (�) =
P

B pB log
�
1
pB

�
, Hm (�) =

Q
B

�
1
pB

�pB
.

In conclusion, the simple root of the matter is three di¤erent ways to �measure�an n-element
set. Consider a 4 element set (which can be taken as the discrete partition on that set). One measure
of that set is its cardinality 4 and that measure leads to the multiplicative entropy. Another measure
of that set is log2(4) = 2 which can be interpreted as the minimal number of binary partitions
necessary: (1) to single out each element as a singleton or, equivalently in the second interpretation,
(2) to distinguish all the elements from each other. And the third measure is the (normalized)
number of distinctions (counted as ordered pairs) necessary to distinguish all the elements from each
other, i.e., 4�4�44�4 = 12

16 =
3
4 . These measures stand in the block value relationship:

3
4 = 1 � 1

4 =

1 � 1
22 .

18 It is just a matter of counting the distinctions (logical entropy), counting the elements
distinguished (multiplicative entropy), or counting the binary partitions needed to distinguish the
elements (Shannon entropy).
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